Churn Creek Protected Area

4.0 MANAGEMENT OF PROTECTED AREA VALUES
4.1

Grasslands Restoration and Management

The Churn Creek Protected Area (CCPA) was created to represent and conserve its nationally
significant grassland ecosystems. While some of these grasslands are in nearly natural condition,
others have been significantly impacted by past land uses such as mining, cultivation and
livestock grazing.4 One of the most significant tasks of this management plan is to develop ways
to manage, and where necessary, restore grasslands while maintaining grazing levels (animal unit
months, or AUMs) set out in the Cariboo-Chilcotin Land Use Plan. Overall grassland
objectives and more detailed strategies for each Range Unit or pasture are outlined in the
following pages.
The Churn Creek Protected Area contains representation of three major grassland types: These
include 4,475 hectares of the Fraser Variant of the Very Dry Hot Bunchgrass Biogeoclimatic
Subzone5 (BGxh3), 7,189 hectares of the Alkali Variant of the Very Dry Warm Bunchgrass
Biogeoclimatic Subzone (BGxw2) and 16,275 hectares of the grasslands of the Very Dry Mild
Interior Douglas-fir Biogeoclimatic Subzone (IDFxm).
For the purposes of this plan, we will use the terms ‘Lower Grassland’ for the BGxh
Biogeocimatic Subzone, ‘Middle Grassland’ for the BGxw Biogeoclimatic Subzone, and
‘Upper Grassland’ for the IDFxm Biogeoclimatic Subzone.
Detailed descriptions of grassland ecosystems can be found in Appendix I: Description of
Major Grassland Ecosystems in Churn Creek
Use of Seral Stage Analysis and Percent of Non-Native Species
For the purposes of this Management Plan, the main indicator used to describe the condition of
the grasslands is seral stage.

4

It should be noted that changes in management in the early 1990’s have improved the condition of the
grasslands and the current trend is towards increased improvement.
5
A biogeoclimatic zone is defined as “a geographic area having similar patterns of energy flow, vegetation,
and soils as a result of a broadly homogenous macro-climate.” The Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification
(BEC) system is a principal tool used to classify and describe ecosystems in British Columbia. There are 14
biogeoclimatic zones in the province. These zones are subdivided into biogeoclimatic subzones (98 in BC)
which have a more uniform climate than zones and have unique plant communities. Subzones in turn are
subdivided into biogeoclimatic variants, which describe small variations in climate and vegetation within a
subzone. This results in a total of 168 units (subzones and variants). For example, within the CCPA, the
Bunchgrass (BG) Biogeoclimatic Zone includes two subzones: the Very Dry Hot BG and the Very Dry Warm
BG. The Very Dry Hot BG Subzone in the CCPA is then further subdivided into two variants: Thompson
and Fraser. Other subzones and variants of the Bunchgrass Zone occur in other parts of B.C.
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Seral Stage
Seral stage is defined in the Forest Practices Code of British Columbia Biodiversity
Guidebook as:
“the stages of ecological succession of a plant community, for example from
young stage to old stage; the characteristic sequence of biotic communities that
successively occupy and replace each other...”
Seral stage is closely related to the concept of Potential Natural Community (PNC). The
Biodiversity Guidebook defines PNC as “the plant community that would be established if
succession were allowed to be completed without further human interference.” PNC can be
thought of as the potential vegetation of a site.
Seral stage is an ecological measure of the current condition of a grassland compared to the
PNC for the site. It is determined by assessing the percent similarity of species presence and
abundance between the present vegetation and the Potential Natural Community for the site.
Seral stages are divided into four classes based on percent similarity to the Potential Natural
Community:
% Similarity to PNC
0-25
25-50
50-75
75-100

Seral Stage
Early
Mid
Late
Climax

The condition of a grassland, as measured by the seral stage, is different from its forage
condition. Seral stage is based on species composition and abundance while forage condition is
related to the quantity and quality of forage available (protein, energy, mineral and
palatability). Grasslands in early seral stage may require several decades to complete a
successional change to late seral condition while forage condition can improve in a few weeks.
Non-Native Plants
One objective of parks and protected areas in British Columbia is to protect ecosystems in their
natural state. While seral stage is a good indicator of range condition, the proportion of nonnative species further indicates how far the plant community is modified, compared to its original
state. Seral stage calculations completed for this Plan did not take into account introduced
species. All future calculations and assessments of grassland plant communities should use the
percent of non-native as another measure to monitor “naturalness” or degree or modification of
grasslands.
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Objectives
The following objectives for the seral stage condition of grasslands are taken primarily from the
Forest Practices Code of British Columbia Biodiversity Guidebook. The Biodiversity
Guidebook describes the minimum proportion of a landscape area that should be in various
seral stages in order to meet biodiversity conservation objectives.
Ø Maintain the following seral stage proportions within each grassland biogeoclimatic unit
(Lower, Middle, and Upper grasslands) as a whole and within each ecosystem unit (site
series) individually (see graph and technical note 1 below):
Q at least 12% in climax seral stage;
Q at least 85% in combined late seral and climax seral stages; and
6
Q no more than 10% in early seral stage
Ø Where these seral targets are not met, manage livestock grazing to achieve a seral stage
recovery rate that is at least 75% of that which would occur if grazing were excluded
altogether (see technical note 2 below).
Ø Maintain AUM allocations as per CCLUP.
Ø Maintain suitable habitat for red and blue listed species. (See Appendix A)
Ø Protect unique, unusual and rare micro-habitats, such as aspen groves.
Ø Promote and demonstrate excellent and innovative grassland and range management
strategies.
Ø Control noxious weeds and prevent the spread of non-native species.
Ø Maintain or restore natural processes including fire.
Ø Maintain riparian areas in Proper Functioning Condition (PFC)7.

6

Note that these figures do not add to 100%. This is because mid seral condition is considered residual
and does not have a target. The graph on the following page shows that late and climax seral conditions are
considered together for assessment purposes. The objectives set a target of minimum of 85% in late and
climax (of which at least 12% of that has to be climax) + a maximum of 10% in early. As an example,
objectives would be met if 8% were in early, 86% late and climax and 14% climax. In that case, mid seral
condition would, by default, be 6% (8% early, 86% late and climax =94%).
7
For the purposes of the Churn Creek Protected Area Management Plan, Proper Functioning Condition
(PFC) is defined as:
Riparian and aquatic areas which function properly because there is adequate structure (vegetation,
landform, or large woody debris) present to provide the following benefits applicable to a particular area:
♦
Dissipation of stream energy associated with high waterflows, thereby reducing erosion and improving
water quality
♦
Filtering of sediment, capture of bedload, and aid in floodplain development
♦
Maintenance of natural flood-water retention and ground water recharge
♦
root masses that stabilize streambanks against cutting action
♦
ponding and channel characteristics to provide the habitat and water depth, duration and temperature
necessary for fish production, waterfowl breeding and other uses
♦
maintenance of habitats for native plants and animals.
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Objectives for the Distribution of
Seral Stages in Churn Creek Grasslands
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Technical Notes:
1. For the Churn Creek Protected Area, the seral stage targets are applied to individual
biogeoclimatic subzones and individual ecosystems rather than the entire biogeoclimatic (BEC)
zone. The main implication of this approach is that seral stage shortfalls in any one BEC subzone
would not be compensated by excesses above targets in a second subzone of the same BEC
zone. That is, the Churn Creek Protected Area approach might identify a seral stage problem
that would not be identified by the procedure generally used on the Provincial Forest. In cases
where one subzone might have seral stage proportions far short of seral stage targets and a
second subzone have proportions near or only slightly above targets, the Churn Creek
Protected Area approach would isolate the shortfall to the single subzone.
When used for management of grasslands where two or more biogeoclimatic subzones of one
biogeoclimatic zone are present, the Churn Creek Protected Area approach is a more sensitive
assessment of seral stage condition and management than the approach used on the Provincial
Forest outside the Protected Area.
2. If any biogeoclimatic subzone/variant or ecosystem unit (site series) currently does not meet
seral stage objectives, the “Manage livestock grazing to achieve a seral stage recovery that is at
least 75% of that which would occur if grazing were excluded altogether” objective would only
apply on the shortfall proportion of the area.
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Current Condition of Grasslands
The first objective outlined above sets out a seral stage target of at least 85% late and climax (at
least 12% of which has to be climax), and a maximum of 10% in early seral condition. As
explained in the technical notes, these targets apply to all three biogeoclimatic subzones (Upper,
Middle and Lower Grasslands) as well as to individual ecosystems.
To develop meaningful strategies for the long-term management and continued restoration of the
grasslands at Churn Creek, a thorough understanding of the current condition of the grasslands
was necessary. This involved determining the overall current seral stage distribution for:
♦
♦
♦

each biogeoclimatic subzone;
individual site series in each biogeoclimatic subzones (see ‘Appendix J – Method for
Determining Principal Ecosystems’ for more details); and,
each Range Unit.

The method used to estimate current condition is described in Appendix K: Current Condition
of Principal Ecosystem Units by Biogeoclimatic subzone. Information on the overall current
seral condition of biogeoclimatic subzones as well as the current seral condition of individual site
series can also be found in Appendix K.
The following section contains detailed strategies by Range Unit. Information provided for each
Range Unit includes:
♦ a physical description of the unit;
♦ information of how it has historically been used by livestock;
♦ wildlife use of the unit;
♦ current condition of the Principal Ecosystem Units in the Range Unit;
♦ management issues; and,
♦ strategies.
Again, readers who desire more background information on some of the more technical aspects
of the section should refer to Appendix K.
Information on the red and blue listed species that are known or suspected in each Range Unit
can be found in Appendix A: Critical Habitats.

Map Four:
Churn Creek Protected Area
Biogeoclimatic Zones and Pastures Map
Located in Appendix M: Map Folio
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Strategies by Range Unit
Appendix D - Innovative Range Management Techniques provides a “tool kit” of
information on specific operational strategies and options that may be used to improve the
condition of grassland areas.
Fraser South Range Unit
Physical Description of Unit
Fraser South Range Unit is the largest unit in the Churn Creek Protected Area. It occurs south
of Clyde Mountain and is bordered by the Fraser River to the east, Lone Cabin Creek to the
south and the boundary of the Protected Area to the west. The area includes significant areas of
Upper, Middle and Lower grasslands.
The landscape of the South Fraser Range Unit contains a varied topography. Lower elevations
are dominated by sagebrush- or grass covered gently sloping benches above steep, sparsely
vegetated eroding slopes leading to the Fraser River and Lone Cabin Creek. McGhee Flats is
the largest undissected terrace in this Range Unit. Numerous gullies and ridges also dominate
lower elevations of this Range Unit.
Moderate and higher elevations are dominated by cool aspect forests and grasslands on gentle
to steep slopes. Lakeshore riparian and wetland ecosystems are relatively common in Upper
Grassland basins. Hog, Grouse, Round and Coffee are the principal lakes in the unit.
Streamside riparian ecosystems are narrow and largely restricted to lower and toe slopes
adjacent to the Fraser River and Grinder, Lone Cabin and Higgenbottom Creeks.
Historic Domestic Livestock Use
In the last 100 year this area has been grazed at various times by domestic sheep, horses and
cattle. More recently, lower elevations of the Range Unit were used as spring range and cattle
were moved to progressively higher elevations as the season progressed. Principal watering
sources for livestock occur in the Middle and Upper grasslands as access to the Fraser River is
severely restricted by steep topography. Water is seasonally available in natural depressions,
streams and man-made dugouts in the Middle and Upper grasslands.
In addition to domestic livestock use, many of the Lower and Middle grassland level benches
with adjacent steep escape terrain receive significant year round grazing from bighorn sheep and
winter and early spring use by mule deer.
Wildlife Use
•
•

Important bighorn sheep winter range occurs at McGhee Flats and on other sites in the
Lower Grasslands along the Fraser River.
A sensitive bighorn sheep lambing area at the mouth of Lone Cabin Creek.
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•
•

Critical early spring feeding sites for mule deer, particularly on warm aspects slopes and
ridges such as Sheep Point north of Lone Cabin Creek.
Gullies and slopes in the Lower Grasslands with scattered older Douglas-fir and ponderosa
pine trees provide important breeding and rearing habitat for Lewis’ woodpecker.

Photo by Chris Hamilton

Photo Two: Coffee Lake in the Fraser South Range Unit
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Current Seral Conditions of Principal Ecosystem Units
Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
in the Fraser South Range Unit
Principal Ecosystem Unit
Seral Stage Representation1
Climax
Early
Mid
Late+Climax
Target
=1
5
=2
Lower Grasslands
Gentle slopes and terraces – Sage
3
2
2
1
Gentle slopes and terraces – Grass
3
3
1
1
Steep cool slopes – Grass
1
2
4
2
Steep warm slopes – Sparsely
1
1
5
4
vegetated
Moderate to steep slopes – Sage
2
3
2
1
Streamside riparian
1
2
4
1
Middle Grasslands
Talus
Well drained broad ridges, gentle
slopes and moderate east-facing
slopes
Steep warm slopes
Steep cool slopes
Streamside riparian
Lakeshore riparian and wetlands1
Moist depressions and swales
Upper Grasslands
Talus
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
Steep cool slopes
Steep warm slopes (uncommon)
Moist depressions and swales
Aspen copses (uncommon)
Lakeshore riparian and wetlands

1
1

1
3

5
2

5
1

1
1
1
3
2

1
1
2
3
3

5
5
4
0
2

2
3
1
0
1

1
2
1
1
2
1
2

1
3
1
2
4
3
3

5
2
5
4
2
3
2

5
1
3
2
0
1
1

Seral stage percentage classes: 1: 0-10%; 2: 11-35%; 3: 36-65%; 4: 66-84%; 5: ≥85%; bolded
numbers indicate representation does not meet a target (i.e. early representation is greater than
the target or late+climax or climax representation is less than the target.)
1

The seral stage of grasslands varies considerably from site to site in the Lower and Middle
grasslands of this unit. As a result of past domestic livestock grazing and current levels of wildlife
use, most terraces and gentle to moderate slopes are in early and mid seral stage. McGhee
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Flats, adjacent terraces and their adjoining lower slopes show particularly heavy use by wild
ungulates. Small low lying areas on McGhee Flats where there is abundant big sagebrush have
late seral ecosystems while the remainder of the flats have early to very early seral ecosystems.
Where bighorn sheep and mule deer are the principal grazers there is no indication that seral
stage is improving. Sheep Point, a large, broad ridge occurring in the Middle Grasslands, has
predominantly late seral and climax ecosystems.
Most streamside riparian areas in the Lower Grasslands have poor access and as a result are in
late seral to climax condition. Similar ecosystems in the Middle and Upper grasslands are more
easily accessed and are more heavily impacted.

Photo Three.
The riparian area at Hog
Lake in the Fraser South
Range Unit

Photo by Chris Hamilton
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Most of the Upper Grassland areas in this Range Unit show an improving trend. Late seral
ecosystems in the Upper Grasslands tend to occur furthest away from livestock watering
sources and roads while areas immediately adjacent to water and roads often have a higher
proportion of early seral ecosystems.
Management Issues
The condition of grasslands on gentle to moderate slopes in the Lower and Middle
Grasslands fall significantly short of seral stage targets. It is important to note that current seral
stage condition on much of the Lower Grasslands appear to be maintained by high levels of
native ungulate use. Seral stage targets are also not met in moist swales and depressions and
lakeshore riparian and wetlands in the Upper Grasslands of this Range Unit.
The principal weeds in the unit are hounds-tongue and burdock. These occur primarily on
disturbed soils along roads and in moist gully bottoms. Cheatgrass, an aggressive introduced
annual grass, is common in early seral ecosystems in the Lower and Middle grasslands. On
some terraces in the Lower Grasslands it forms the dominant cover. Introduced species of the
mustard family are common on disturbed soils in the Upper Grasslands. Kentucky bluegrass is
common and often dominant on moist sites in the Upper Grasslands.
Forest encroachment onto the Upper Grasslands is common in this Range Unit. Encroachment
is primarily Douglas-fir and minor amounts of aspen.
The principal grassland management and restoration issues in the Fraser South Range Unit are
the lack of late seral and climax ecosystems, the restoration of lakeshore riparian and wetland
areas, and forest encroachment on grasslands. The lack of late seral and climax ecosystems
throughout much of the Lower Grasslands are at least in part attributed to their heavy use by
bighorn sheep and mule deer.
Strategies - Fraser South Range Unit
Ø Where the seral stage condition in the Lower Grasslands is principally attributed to domestic
livestock grazing establish an upward trend in the early and mid seral stages of terraces and
gentle to moderate slopes.
Ø Maintain upward trend of seral stage development on gentle and moderate slopes in the
Middle and Upper grasslands
Ø Investigate the role of native ungulates in seral stage development in the Lower and Middle
grasslands
Ø Restore riparian ecosystems to late seral/climax stages (e.g. Hog, Coffee and Grouse
Lakes)
Ø Establish photo-monitoring points at principal lakeshore riparian and wetland areas
Ø Restore fencing around Coffee Lake while providing access for livestock.
Ø Restore high priority encroached grasslands in the IDFxm
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Ø Control weed species - consider using chemicals for spot applications
Fraser North Range Unit
Physical Description of Unit
The Fraser North Range Unit is the second largest Range Unit in the Protected Area, stretching
from Churn Creek and Dry Lake Pasture south to Clyde Mountain, including the eastern side of
Clyde Mountain. Airport Flats mark the southwestern edge of the unit.
The area is dominated by Middle and Lower grasslands, with minor areas of Upper grasslands
at the higher elevations of the western edge. The terrain is complex with steep forested and
grassland slopes leading down to rolling hills and benches dissected by deeply incised gullies.
Below the benches, steep eroded slopes lead down to the Fraser River. Small benches occur
on some of these steep slopes. There are narrow riparian ecosystems scattered along the
floodplain of the Fraser River.
Historic Domestic Livestock Use of Unit
Fraser North Range Unit can be subdivided into four separate pastures. Fraser North follows
the Empire Valley Road from Coal Pit to the Calving Barn; Airport Pasture is on the plateau
west of the Empire Valley; and Dry Lake is at the north end of the unit adjacent to Churn
Creek. The Fraser River Benches on the east side of Clyde Mountain have been designated as
a Benchmark Area.
Historically, Fraser North and Dry Lake Pastures were used for early spring and fall use. The
cattle were pushed off the hayfields at the Calving Barn. Cattle would generally gather at the
water sources and would have to be pushed into the drier sites as they drifted towards Dry
Lake. Overall, they would spend one to two months on these two pastures, including a brief
time in the fall after returning from the mountains.
Airport Pasture has received mixed use over the years, generally focused during the late spring
or fall. The Fraser River Benches to the east of Clyde Mountain have historically been used as a
winter bull pasture, although they were also used for early spring grazing.
Wildlife Use
•
•
•
•

Critical bighorn sheep winter range occurs on the eastern side of Clyde Mountain and in the
Dry Lake area
The Douglas-fir forests scattered throughout this area provide critical mule deer winter
range during deep snow periods as well as thermal and security cover
Open grasslands and south aspects are important spring range for mule deer during the
initial green-up period in April through May
Aspen-dominated riparian draws and cottonwood forests adjacent to the Fraser River
provide excellent habitat for birds, snakes and small mammals; the water body and
associated riparian areas around Onion Lake are extremely important habitats
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Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
in the Fraser North Range Unit
Principal Ecosystem Unit
Seral Stage Representation1
Climax
Early
Mid
Late+Climax
Target
=1
5
=2
Lower Grasslands
Talus
1
1
5
5
Gentle Slopes and Terraces – Sage
2
3
2
1
dominated
Gentle Slopes and Terraces – Grass
2
3
2
1
dominated
Moist Depressions and Swales
4
0
2
1
Steep cool slopes – Grass Dominated
0
2
5
3
Steep warm slopes – Sparsely
0
1
5
4
Vegetated
Moderate to steep slopes – Sage
1
4
2
1
dominated
Streamside riparian
1
2
4
1
Lakeshore Riparian and Wetlands
2
4
1
0
Middle Grasslands
Talus
Gentle to Moderate Slopes and
Terraces
Moist Depressions and Swales
Steep Cool Slopes
Steep Warm Slopes
Aspen Copses
Streamside Riparian
Lakeshore Riparian and Wetlands

1
2

1
3

5
2

5
1

3
0
0
2
1
3

3
2
0
2
3
3

0
5
5
3
3
1

0
3
3
1
1
1

Seral stage percentage classes: 1: 0-10%; 2: 11-35%; 3: 36-65%; 4: 66-84%; 5: ≥85%; bolded
numbers indicate representation does not meet a target (i.e. early representation is greater than
the target or late+climax or climax representation is less than the target.)
1

Fraser North Range Unit is generally in moderate condition, although many variations occur
within this large unit. Differences in condition generally reflect the proximity to roads and water.
Most of the Lower Grasslands in the unit occur on the large sage and grass dominated terraces
above the Fraser River. These terraces are a mosaic of early and mid seral condition. The small
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isolated benches that occur along the steep slopes leading down to the Fraser are also in early
seral condition primarily due to concentrated use by California bighorn sheep.
Areas that meet the late seral and climax targets include the grasslands between Coal Pit
Pasture and the Empire Valley Road, isolated areas surrounded by steeper slopes, and most
steep slopes (including both north facing slopes and sparsely vegetated slopes).
The broken terrain around Onion Lake contains most of the riparian areas, moist depressions
and swales in this Range Unit. These are also the only significant riparian areas in the Lower
Grasslands. Most of these riparian areas are generally weedy and the structure and composition
of the shrubby areas has been significantly altered by cattle use. The grass-dominated swales
are also very weedy and are in early seral stages. The shrubby basins in the Onion Lake area
are generally in mid- to early seral condition, while the basins located between the Empire
Valley Road and the Fraser River are generally in late and climax condition.

Coal Pit Pasture

Photo by Chris Hamilton

Photo Four. Looking northeast across the Lower Grasslands of the Fraser North
Range Unit. Note Onion Lakes in the foreground, Iron Gate Road in the midground
and the Coal Pit Pasture is the background.
Within the Middle Grasslands, most gentle to moderate sloping areas are well below meeting
seral stage targets. The Dry Lake area, which was seeded with crested wheatgrass in the early
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1990’s, is in very early condition, although the center of the bulrush marsh at Dry Lake is mostly
late seral condition (areas of early and mid seral condition can be found along the foreshore).
The remaining Principal Ecosystem Units in the unit are a mosaic of mid and early seral stages.
Exceptions include Airport Flats and the east-facing slopes of Clyde Mountain, which have
areas of late seral and climax condition. Most steep slopes (warm and cool) are lightly used and
tend to be in late and climax seral stages.

Photo by Chris Hamilton

Photo Five. The Middle Grasslands of the ‘Eagle Tree’ area of the
Fraser North Range Unit.
The majority of moist, grass dominated swales are estimated to be in early seral condition and
are dominated by weeds, however several swales in the area between the Iron Gate Road and
the bottom of Dry Lake are mid-seral.
A number of important moist shrub-dominated swales can be found just north of Clyde
Mountain and are mostly in early seral condition. Weedy species such as Kentucky bluegrass
will likely remain as components of these ecosystems, however, there is a need to manage these
sites to allow the recovery of native grasses, forbs and shrubs.
A number of small marshes are located in this Range Unit. They are heavily used by livestock
and are also extremely important for wildlife. Most of these marshes are in mid seral condition,
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although the wet meadow fringes are generally in early to mid condition. Cockleburr is a
problem in the marshes below the Calving Barn.
The Upper Grasslands start at higher elevations than they are currently mapped. This area is
almost exclusively forested. The few areas of grasslands are mostly in mid seral stages.
Management Issues
Swales and gentle and moderate slopes in the Lower Grasslands fall well short of seral stage
targets. The riparian areas associated with Onion Lake are also serious concern. Within the
Middle Grasslands, most shrub dominated swales, the Dry Lake area, marshes, and gentle and
moderate slopes also fall short of meeting seral stage targets. Knapweed on Airport Flats,
cockleburr in the marshes below the calving barn and leafy spurge in Coal Pit Spring are
management issues to be addressed.
Strategies - Fraser North Range Unit
Ø Establish an upward trend in the early and mid-seral stage gentle and moderate slopes of the
Middle and Lower grasslands.
Ø Establish an upward trend in the swales in the Onion Lake area and north of Clyde
Mountain.
Ø Establish photo-monitoring points at important riparian areas
Ø Fence Onion Lake to restore riparian area and minimize the spread of weeds while
providing access to water for livestock
Ø Ensure habitat associated with aspen groves, riparian draws, and shrub dominated swales
has relatively little use by domestic livestock.
Ø Control weed species - consider using chemicals for spot applications
Coal Pit Pasture
Physical Description of Unit
Coal Pit Pasture is a relatively small area of Lower Grasslands adjacent to Churn Creek and
immediately west of the Fraser River. The terrain includes a small basin, bordered by hills on
one side and by steep, eroded slopes leading down to Churn Creek on the other. Sagebrush
vegetation blankets the low elevations of the basin while grass communities cover the gentle to
steep slopes at middle to higher elevations of the basin. Small stands of trees are present on
steep north-facing slopes. On the flats and gentle slopes at lowest elevations of the basin, soils
are often very gravelly or cobbly. On the moderate to steep side slopes, the soils are typically
finer. The eroded terrain leading down to Churn Creek has a mixture of sagebrush and grass
vegetation on relatively stable, moderate slopes and little or no vegetation on steep, actively
eroding slopes.
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Historic Domestic Livestock Use
This pasture has historically been grazed in spring.
Wildlife Use
•
•

Important bighorn sheep winter range as well as an important bighorn sheep lambing area
which occurs along lower Churn Creek near Dry Lake Pasture.
A moderate level of mule deer activity in spring during green-up.

Current Condition of Principal Ecosystems in Unit
Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
in the Coal Pit Range Unit
Principal Ecosystem Unit
Seral Stage Representation1
Early
Mid
Late+Climax
Climax
Target
=1
5
=2
Middle Grasslands
Gentle slopes and terraces –sage
3
3
2
0
dominated
Moderate to steep slopes – sage
1
1
5
3
dominated
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
2
4
1
0
– grass dominated
Steep cool slopes - grass dominated
0
1
5
4
Moist depressions and swales
2
4
0
0
Talus
0
0
5
5
Streamside riparian
2
3
3
2
Steep slopes – sparsely vegetated
1
1
5
4
Seral stage percentage classes: 1: 0-10%; 2: 11-35%; 3: 36-65%; 4: 66-84%; 5: ≥85%; bolded
numbers indicate representation does not meet a target (i.e. early representation is greater than
the target or late+climax or climax representation is less than the target.)
1

Coal Pit pasture is generally in poor condition since historically it has received heavy spring use
by livestock. Heaviest use has been on the gentle slopes with sagebrush vegetation in the bottom
of the small basin. Little late seral and no climax vegetation remains on these slopes. Surface
erosion due to running water has also impacted the vegetation. Livestock have also heavily
impacted a small moist depression with grass and sedge vegetation in the bottom of the basin.
The gentle to moderate slopes dominated by grass above the bottom of the basin have been
heavily utilized by livestock and the climax grasses have been replaced by needle grass. Lichen
communities are poorly developed.
In contrast to the gentle slopes, the moderate and steeper slopes dominated by sagebrush have
been only lightly impacted. Bluebunch wheatgrass and lichens are abundant beneath the
sagebrush. The steep cool slopes dominated by grass vegetation have also been only lightly
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affected by livestock and have a vigorous cover of bluebunch wheatgrass and lichens. Wildlife
use has apparently had little impact.
Riparian vegetation, dominated by tall and mid shrubs, borders the incised ephemeral stream
that drains the basin. Gentle slopes adjacent to the stream channel have been moderately to
heavily impacted by livestock use but steeper slopes are less affected.
The steep, sparsely vegetated slopes leading down to Churn Creek have not been impacted by
livestock and are only lightly impacted by wildlife, primarily sheep.
Leafy spurge is locally present in the moist ravine (Dead Cow Gulch) draining the basin.
Management Issues
Several seral stage issues are present in this pasture. The gentle slopes dominated by sagebrush
on the floor of the basin have been heavily disturbed by livestock and are well short of seral
stage targets. Similarly the gentle slopes dominated by grass are well short of targets.
Strategies - Coal Pit Pasture
Ø Establish an upward trend in sagebrush and grass dominated ecosystems on gentle slopes of
the basin.
Ø Establish an upward trend in the moist swales and the streamside riparian ecosystems.
Ø Control weed species - consider using chemicals for spot applications

Clyde Mountain Range Unit
Physical Description of Unit
The Clyde Mountain Range Unit occurs on the upper elevations of Clyde Mountain and consists
of a gently sloping plateau and the upper slopes immediately below the plateau. The Range Unit
consists almost entirely of Upper Grasslands with small amounts of Middle Grasslands along its
southern flank. Cool aspect slopes are mostly vegetated by Douglas-fir forests, many of which
have been previously selectively harvested. Small aspen forests occur primarily in broad
depressions on the plateau.
Historic Domestic Livestock Use
Due to limited stock watering sources, this relatively small Range Unit has traditionally received
only light dormant season cattle grazing and all-season grazing by few horses.
Wildlife Use
•
•
•

Bighorn sheep winter range along the Fraser River east of Clyde Mtn.
Moderate use by mule deer as spring range
Moderate use of Douglas-fir forests on east-facing slopes as winter range
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Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
in the Clyde Mountain Range Unit
Principal Ecosystem Units
Seral Stage Representation1
Early
Mid
Late+Climax
Climax
Target
=1
5
=2
Middle Grasslands
Steep warm slopes
1
1
5
3
Upper Grasslands
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
Moist depressions and swales
Aspen copses (uncommon)

1
1
2

2
4
4

5
2
1

2
0
1

Seral stage percentage classes: 1: 0-10%; 2: 11-35%; 3: 36-65%; 4: 66-84%; 5: ≥85%; bolded
numbers indicate representation does not meet a target (i.e. early representation is greater than
the target or late+climax or climax representation is less than the target.)
1

The northern two-thirds of the plateau portion of this range has traditionally had greater
livestock use than the southern third and as a consequence has less area in late seral and climax
vegetation. The northern portion of the unit includes several small depressions and swales, some
of which would have water in them briefly early in the growing season of some years. Parts of
this Range Unit appear to have been seeded with crested wheatgrass and remnant patches
remain.
Large, well-developed mushroom (fairy) rings are common in this Range Unit. The southern
third of Clyde Mountain Range Unit does not appear to have any nearby water sources for
domestic livestock and is separated from the rest of the unit by a fence. As a consequence it has
significant areas of late seral and smaller areas of climax Upper Grassland ecosystems. The
upper warm aspect slopes at the southern end of the Range Unit are primarily late seral and
climax Middle Grasslands that appear to receive little use by either domestic livestock or native
ungulates.
Management Issues
This Range Unit includes a large Benchmark Area encompassing much of the area from the
plateau to the Fraser River. Details can be found in Section 7.0 - Benchmark Areas. Forest
encroachment is occurring in small, localized areas along the north-eastern edge of the unit.
Weeds are not a concern over most of the unit and occur principally in moist depressions and
along roads. Moist depressions is the principal ecosystem unit that fails to meet seral stage
distribution targets.
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Strategies - Clyde Mountain Range Unit
Ø Maintain an upward trend in seral stage of plateau grasslands of the Range Unit.
Ø Establish an upward trend of moist depressions and swales.
Specialty Pastures (Alkali, BC, Maytag, Lease, Dry Farm, and Holding)
Physical Description of Unit
The Specialty Pastures (Alkali Flats, Maytag, B.C., Lease, Dry Farm, and the Holding
Pastures) were the deeded, fenced pastures of the Empire Valley Ranch. Due to their historic
use, they have been grouped together for this plan. The pastures are located in the Koster
Creek and Grinder Creek area, to the west of Empire Valley. The area is primarily Upper
Grassland, with minor areas of Middle Grasslands at the eastern edge.

Photo by Chris Hamilton

Photo Six: A perfectly straight row of Douglas-fir trees has grown on the site of an old
fence in Dry Farm Pasture. The fence trapped snow, which may have provided enough
moisture to help young seedlings become established.
The terrain is primarily on a south to southeast macro slope, with Grinder and Koster Creeks
creating two large gullies running west to east. The grassland benches have minor amounts of
incised gullies. Most of the sub-pastures are primarily grassland with significant amounts of
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timber scattered throughout. Except for Grinder and Koster Creeks, there are relatively few
riparian areas.
Historic Domestic Livestock Use
Unlike the majority of the Protected Area, these pastures did not have components of Crown
Land fenced in with private land and thus, were managed solely by the landowner. These
pastures were used for grazing the cattle over and above the amounts authorized in range
tenures. During the 1970’s Empire Valley Ranch ran 1750 cattle while their Ministry of Forests
permit was for 1300 head. The extra 450 cattle were grazed on the Specialty Pastures during
the entire grazing season. These pastures were also used to breed separate herds of cows aside
from the main herd (i.e. heifers).
Around the turn of the century Dry Farm was planted to wheat to supply the flourmill on Koster
Creek. Evidence of this intensive agriculture is still evident in the grasslands today. Several small
areas on Dry Farm were also planted to crested wheatgrass in the 1970’s.
In general, these pastures have had continuous grazing throughout the season and show
significant impacts from domestic livestock.
Wildlife Use
•

•

These pastures receive moderate to heavy deer use during the spring green-up period, light
in the summer and moderate in the fall.
Potential for mule deer winter range values associated with Douglas-fir forest habitats.
Bighorn sheep activity is low.

•

Lakes and wetlands have significant value for breeding migratory waterfowl.

•

Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
For the purposes of assessing current seral condition, each sub-pasture will be addressed
separately.
a) Alkali Flats Pasture
Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
in the Alkali Flats Pasture
Principal Ecosystem Units
Seral Stage Representation1
Early
Mid
Late+Climax
Climax
Target
=1
5
=2
Upper Grasslands
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
5
2
0
0
Moist depressions and swales
0
4
3
0
Lakeshore Riparian and Wetlands
1
2
5
3
Seral stage percentage classes: 1: 0-10%; 2: 11-35%; 3: 36-65%; 4: 66-84%; 5: ≥85%; bolded
numbers indicate representation does not meet a target (i.e. early representation is greater than
the target or late+climax or climax representation is less than the target.)
1
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Alkali Flats Pasture is approximately 70% forest, with the remaining 30% comprised of mostly
gentle slopes and terraces. Moist depressions and swales comprise less than 1% of the unit.

Photo by Chris Hamilton

Photo Seven: Looking southwest at the Upper Grasslands of Alkali Flats Pasture.
b) Holding Pasture
Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
in the Holding Pasture
Principal Ecosystem Units
Seral Stage Representation
Early
Mid
Late+Climax
Climax
Target
=1
5
=2
Upper Grasslands
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
5
2
1
0
Moist depressions and swales
0
4
3
0
Steep warm, slopes
1
1
5
2
Seral stage percentage classes: 1: 0-10%; 2: 11-35%; 3: 36-65%; 4: 66-84%; 5: ≥85%; bolded
numbers indicate representation does not meet a target (i.e. early representation is greater than
the target or late+climax or climax representation is less than the target.)
1
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There are several small grassland openings at the north end of Holding Pasture that have
historically received only moderate grazing pressure; as a result, these areas are in mid to late
seral condition.
c) Dry Farm Pasture
Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
in the Dry Farm Pasture
Principal Ecosystem Units
Seral Stage Representation1
Early
Mid
Late+Climax
Climax
Target
=1
5
=2
Upper Grasslands
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
3
3
2
1
Moist depressions and swales
4
3
0
0
Lakeshore Riparian and Wetlands
5
1
1
0
Steep warm slopes
5
1
1
1
Steep cool slopes
2
1
3
1
Streamside riparian
5
1
0
0
Talus
1
1
5
5
Aspen copses
5
1
1
0
Middle Grasslands
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
Steep cool slopes

2
2

3
1

3
4

1
1

Seral stage percentage classes: 1: 0-10%; 2: 11-35%; 3: 36-65%; 4: 66-84%; 5: ≥85%; bolded
numbers indicate representation does not meet a target (i.e. early representation is greater than
the target or late+climax or climax representation is less than the target).
1

The entire Dry Farm Pasture is a mosaic of early, mid and late seral grasslands. Water is lacking
within this pasture and the seral stage is dependent on the distance from water. The old wheat
field is in mid and late seral stage and is recovering rapidly due to its distance from water. The
steep sidehill north of Grinder Creek is heavily terraced and is in early condition. This is
primarily due to Grinder Creek being the only water source near the end of the grazing season.
There are several springs and ephemeral streams with associated riparian areas in the Dry Farm
pasture. These areas are in early seral stage.
Hounds-tongue is spread throughout this pasture on the old roads. There is a small patch of
knapweed adjacent to the north boundary fence.
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d) Lease Pasture
Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
in the Lease Pasture
Principal Ecosystem Units
Early
=1

Target
Middle Grasslands
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
Moist depressions and swales
Streamside riparian
Lakeshore riparian and wetlands
Steep cool slopes

4
5
5
2
1

Seral Stage Representation1
Mid
Late+Climax
Climax
5
=2

2
1
1
2
1

2
1
1
4
5

0
0
0
1
1

Seral stage percentage classes: 1: 0-10%; 2: 11-35%; 3: 36-65%; 4: 66-84%; 5: ≥85%; bolded
numbers indicate representation does not meet a target (i.e. early representation is greater than
the target or late+climax or climax representation is less than the target.)
1

Grasshopper Lake

New Pasture

Maytag Pasture

Airport Flats

BC Pasture

Photo by Chris Hamilton

Photo Eight: Looking northwest at BC Lake, BC Pasture and Airport Flats. The
branding corrals at Grasshopper Lake are visible in the extreme left of the
photograph. The small Upper Grassland openings of New Pasture and Maytag Pasture
can be seen in the background.
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Lease Pasture is a small area located at the start of the Blackdome Road, including the
southwest shore of Brown Lake. Away from the road and spring, the pasture is in mid and late
seral condition. The shore of Brown Lake is in mid and late seral condition, primarily due to the
steepness of the slope dropping into the lake.
e) BC Pasture
Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
in the BC Pasture
Principal Ecosystem Units
Seral Stage Representation1
Early
Mid
Late+Climax
Climax
Target
=1
5
=2
Upper Grasslands
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
5
2
1
0
Moist Depressions and Swales
5
2
1
0
Middle Grasslands
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
Steep Cool Slopes
Lakeshore Riparian and Wetlands 1

5
1
5

1
1
1

1
5
1

0
2
0

Seral stage percentage classes: 1: 0-10%; 2: 11-35%; 3: 36-65%; 4: 66-84%; 5: ≥85%; bolded
numbers indicate representation does not meet a target (i.e. early representation is greater than
the target or late+climax or climax representation is less than the target.)
1

The majority of BC Pasture is in early seral condition. The only site that has not been heavily
utilized by cattle is the steep west facing aspect east of Koster Creek.
Grasshopper Lake is a small kettle lake located on the upper plateau of the unit. This small lake
is fenced and is currently used as a holding area. Given the historic use of the area, Grasshopper
Lake will be maintained as a holding area.
f) Maytag Pasture
Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
in the Maytag Pasture
Principal Ecosystem Units
Seral Stage Representation1
Early
Mid
Late+Climax
Climax
Target
=1
5
=2
Upper Grasslands
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
5
2
1
0
Seral stage percentage classes: 1: 0-10%; 2: 11-35%; 3: 36-65%; 4: 66-84%; 5: ≥85%; bolded
numbers indicate representation does not meet a target (i.e. early representation is greater than
the target or late+climax or climax representation is less than the target.)
1
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Maytag Pasture is located north of BC Lake consisting primarily of selectively logged forest.
There are several small grassland openings scattered throughout the pasture. These small
grasslands are primarily south-facing Upper Grasslands in early seral condition (~25% of the
PNC community)
Management Issues
The Specialty Pastures are primarily in early seral condition. Grazing management should
concentrate on an upward trend throughout the pastures. Encroachment and in-growth in Dry
Farm Pasture are the only other significant issues.
Strategies - Specialty Pastures
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Establish an upward trend in the early and mid seral stages.
Restore/improve riparian habitat
Establish photo-monitoring points at riparian areas
Maintain Grasshopper Lake as a holding area.
Restore high priority encroached grasslands in the IDFxm
Establish exclosures to monitor recovery
Control weed species - consider using chemicals for spot applications

New Pasture
Physical Description of Unit
New Pasture is a large area located north of Koster Creek and west of Maytag Pasture. Koster
Creek is fenced off from the New Pasture unit and is located in a Range Unit outside the
Protected Area. New Pasture, which is comprised completely of Upper Grassland, is a mix of
70% forest and 30% grassland openings. The unit is on a southeast facing macro slope with
several small hills on the western edge.
Historic Domestic Livestock Use
Historically this pasture has been used as a yearling pasture (primarily steers) and was grazed
from May to August. The cattle use was generally concentrated around the few watering sites
(i.e. Koster Creek water access), most of which dried up by the end of the season. The
utilization on the sidehills adjacent to Koster Creek was excessive, as it provided a year round
water source.
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Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
in New Pasture
Principal Ecosystem Units
Seral Stage Representation1
Early
Mid
Late+Climax
Climax
Target
=1
5
=2
Upper Grasslands
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
2
5
1
0
Warm steep slopes
5
1
0
0
Seral stage percentage classes: 1: 0-10%; 2: 11-35%; 3: 36-65%; 4: 66-84%; 5: ≥85%; bolded
numbers indicate representation does not meet a target (i.e. early representation is greater than
the target or late+climax or climax representation is less than the target.)
1

Due to its historic use patterns, New Pasture is primarily in the early part of the mid seral stage
(~30% of PNC). Kentucky bluegrass has invaded many of the grassland openings, but is
located mainly in localized patches.
The area adjacent to the Koster Creek water access is in very early seral stage. Many areas
have weedy invaders and there has been much erosion in the past.
Management Issues
Kentucky bluegrass has invaded this pasture and now must be included as the PNC. Forest
encroachment and in-growth are a significant management issue in this area although this needs
to be balanced with the need to maintain mule deer winter range values.
Strategies - New Pasture
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Establish an upward trend in the early and mid seral stages.
Distribute livestock use away from grasslands adjacent to Koster Creek
Restore high priority encroached grasslands in the IDFxm
Control weed species - consider using chemicals for spot applications

Gooseberry Range Unit
Physical Description of Unit
The Gooseberry Range Unit is located on the south side of Churn Creek in the northwestern leg
of the Protected Area, west of Little Churn Creek. Grasslands are most extensive in the
northeast portion of the unit, near Little Churn Creek. Both Middle and Upper Grassland
ecosystems are present. A relatively large proportion of this unit is forested.
Grasslands of the Gooseberry Range Unit occur primarily on gentle to moderately steep
northwest facing slopes. Level terraces and flats, smaller than those east of Little Churn Creek,
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occur above the Churn Creek breaks. Below these flats, the terrain falls steeply to Churn
Creek. Behind the flats, moderate to steep slopes rise to the forest edge. These slopes are
interrupted by small knolls and steep-sided ravines. Upper grasslands, near the forest edge,
occur primarily on steep slopes. A relatively wide, shallow valley with complex erosional,
depositional, bedrock, and slump features extends up-slope from Churn Creek. A small lake
occurs on this complex terrain. Steep north- and east-facing slopes within the grasslands in this
unit are frequently forested.
Historic Domestic Livestock Use
The area has traditionally been grazed in early spring and late fall.
Wildlife Use
•
•

Along with Churn Flats, this area is a bighorn sheep winter range for a migratory sheep
population which summers on Yalakom Mountain.
Most of Gooseberry is classified as mule deer winter range (MDWR) and is heavily used by
deer in spring and fall.

Current Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
in the Gooseberry Range Unit
Principal Ecosystem Units
Seral Stage Representation1
Early
Mid
Late+Climax
Climax
Target
=1
5
=2
Middle Grasslands
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
1
2
4
2
Steep cool slopes
1
2
5
3
Moist depressions and swales
3
3
2
0
Streamside riparian
2
1
4
3
Upper Grasslands
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
Steep cool slopes

1
1

2
2

5
5

2
4

Seral stage percentage classes: 1: 0-10%; 2: 11-35%; 3: 36-65%; 4: 66-84%; 5: ≥85%; bolded
numbers indicate representation does not meet a target (i.e. early representation is greater than
the target or late+climax or climax representation is less than the target.)
1

Ecosystems of the Gooseberry Range Unit are heavily used by bighorn sheep and mule deer.
Along with livestock, they have extensively, but not heavily, impacted the grasslands on terraces
and adjacent steeper slopes within the Middle Grasslands. As a result, the unit has a
predominance of late seral vegetation and relatively little climax or early seral vegetation.
Livestock use has locally been heavy, especially in moist depressions and swales, which are
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infrequent in the area. In general, however, livestock impact has been less than in many other
parts of the Protected Area.
Vegetation condition on the gentle slopes and terraces is predominantly late seral. Impacts of
wildlife and livestock are reflected primarily in a reduced cover and vigor of lichens compared
to climax ecosystems.
Steep cool slopes have been lightly to moderately impacted by wildlife and livestock use. Below
the Churn Creek breaks, impacts from livestock have been light and the vegetation is primarily
late seral and climax. At higher elevations, above the main flats, however, impacts of livestock
have been heavier, especially along main trails.
Streamside riparian ecosystems occur along Little Churn and Churn creeks and a small
ephemeral stream southwest of Little Churn Creek. Little Churn Creek is within a deeply incised
forested valley with limited livestock access. Impacts of livestock on the forest vegetation are
most evident along the main trail crossing the valley. Very little water is normally present in Little
Churn Creek.

Gooseberry Flats

Wycott Flats

Photo by Chris Hamilton

Photo Ten: Looking west across Churn Flats. Gooseberry Flats are visible in the top
left of the photo while Gang Ranch’s private land on Wycott Flats is visible to the
right.
The Upper Grasslands in this Range Unit have been less affected by livestock use than have the
Middle Grassland. They are well above the main terraces, primarily on moderate to steep
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slopes. Gentle slopes have received greater use than steeper slopes but the grasslands on both
ecosystems are primarily late seral and climax.
Management Issues
Seral stage targets are nearly met at the present time in this unit. However, there is insufficient
late + climax seral stage representation on the flats and moderate slopes of the Middle
Grasslands. This deficit is due to heavy wildlife use as well as past livestock grazing. Livestock
and wildlife have significantly impacted small stream riparian and other moist ecosystems west of
Little Churn Creek.
Strategies - Gooseberry Range Unit
Ø Maintain an upward trend in seral stage on the gentle slopes and terraces of the Middle
Grasslands
Ø Continue to meet seral stage objectives in the Upper grasslands.
Ø Establish upward trend in seral stage of riparian habitats west of Little Churn Creek.
Ø Establish photo-monitoring points at riparian areas
Ø Maintain suitable habitat for wildlife associated with aspen thickets
Ø Provide adequate carryover forage for bighorn sheep
Ø Prevent impacts on the integrity of the bighorn sheep migration corridor

Wycott Range Unit
Physical Description of the Unit
The Wycott Range Unit is located in the northwest corner of the Protected Area north of Churn
Creek. Grasslands are restricted to some southern aspects and level benches with
approximately 75-80 percent of the area being forested. Both Middle and Upper Grasslands
are present in the unit. Middle Grasslands occur on lower elevation sites adjacent to Churn
Creek.
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BC Parks Photo

Photo Eleven: Blackwater Lake in the Wycott Range Unit.
Terrain in the Wycott Range Unit is dominated by steep to moderate rolling hills at the northern
boundary of the Protected Area. Scattered Upper Grasslands occur on moderate south aspect
sites. Level terraces and flats at lower elevations contain significantly more grassland types. The
sparsely vegetated clay Churn Creek breaks are located below these terraces. Western
portions of the unit are dominated by steep rocky terrain which slopes directly into Churn
Creek. Sheep Flats is the most westerly grassland terrace in the Protected Area. All terrain
west of Sheep Flats is very steep rock bluff terrain.
Blackwater Lake, Goose Lakes and several smaller unnamed lakes are the main riparian areas
in the Upper Grasslands. Several slump terrain sites are found adjacent to Churn Creek.
Note: A large block of grassland in the unit is deeded to Gang Ranch and is not described
or included in any seral stage comments.
Historic Domestic Livestock Use
The Wycott area has been grazed for well over 100 years and was the ranch headquarters for a
small ranch (Wycott Ranch) until purchased by Gang Ranch in the early 1900s. More recently,
the area has been used as early spring range. The Goose Lakes and Sheep Flats portion of the
unit was a spring turnout for Sky Ranch at Big Creek. The old Sky Ranch turnout near Goose
Lakes was acquired by Gang Ranch in the 1960s and the division fence was finally removed in
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the late 1980s. For the last 25 years, Gang Ranch normally used the area as a yearling turnout
pasture, but some year long use occurred from cattle drifting into the area from adjacent range
areas. Recent livestock control has resulted in a more clearly defined spring use period.
Table Mountain at the east end of the Wycott Unit is used as a winter horse pasture.
Wildlife Use
Wycott Flats, Sheep Flats and the adjacent escape terrain are critical habitat for migratory
bighorn sheep that summer on Red Mountain. Mature Douglas-fir forests are critical mule deer
winter range and adjacent grasslands are important for early spring mule deer habitat. Big horn
sheep lambing areas occur above Sheep Flats and further upstream on the steep terrain above
Churn Creek.
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Current Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
in the Wycott Range Unit
Principal Ecosystem Units
Seral Stage Representation1
Early
Mid
Late+Climax
Climax
Target
=1
5
=2
Middle Grasslands
Talus
1
1
5
5
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
3
1
2
2
Moist Depressions and Swales
3
2
1
1
Steep Cool Slopes
1
1
5
4
Steep Warm Slopes
1
1
4
3
Aspen Copses
3
2
3
1
Streamside Riparian
3
3
2
1
Upper Grasslands
Talus
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
Moist Depressions and Swales
Steep Cool Slopes
Steep Warm Slopes
Aspen Copses
Lakeshore Riparian and Wetlands

0
4
5
1
2
2
3

0
2
1
4
3
2
2

5
1
0
2
1
2
2

5
1
0
0
1
1
1

Seral stage percentage classes: 1: 0-10%; 2: 11-35%; 3: 36-65%; 4: 66-84%; 5: ≥85%; bolded
numbers indicate representation does not meet a target (i.e. early representation is greater than
the target or late+climax or climax representation is less than the target.)
1

Seral stage targets are not being met on most ecosystems in the Middle Grasslands of the
Wycott Range Unit. Livestock use has heavily impacted most gentle slopes and terraces near
water sources. Steep warm slopes are below seral stage targets due to California bighorn sheep
use. Aspen copses, riparian areas and moist depressions have all been adversely impacted by
livestock use.
The Upper Grasslands of the Wycott Range Unit are generally in early seral condition
particularly from Blackwater Lake to Lower Goose Lake. These grassland/riparian complexes
are particular concern.
Management Issues
The Wycott Unit has been severely impacted by domestic livestock grazing. Upper Grasslands
have been impacted to a greater degree than Middle Grasslands. Knapweed is present on the
road from the range exclosure to the placer tenures on Churn Creek. Portions of the road
below the range exclosure are deeply eroded by run-off along the rough road.
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In the early 1970s, the Wildlife Branch purchased the private lot at Sheep Flats to more
effectively manage California bighorn sheep and mule deer use. At that time a
“no-grazing” regime was put in place to minimize conflict between sheep, deer and livestock on
this very valuable sheep habitat area. The continued commitment to a
no-grazing regime on Sheep Flats has been confirmed through this Management Plan.
Strategies - Wycott Range Unit
Ø Establish an upward trend on all early and mid-seral stage grasslands impacted by domestic
livestock.
Ø Establish photo-monitoring points at riparian areas
Ø Control weed species such as (knapweed) using chemicals for spot applications
Ø Restore enroached grassland areas around Blackwater Lake
Ø Domestic livestock will not be grazed on Sheep Flats.
Ø Prevent impacts on the integrity of the bighorn sheep migration corridor

Gang Ranch Range Unit
Physical Description of Unit
The Gang Ranch Range Unit is located north of Churn Creek and lies between the Fraser River
and Table Mountain. The area is grazed in late winter and early spring and is used in conjunction
with adjacent Gang Ranch deeded land. The area is primarily Lower Grasslands and contains
no forests.
The majority of the area is made up of steep, sparsely vegetated, deeply incised south aspect
terrain. Several small benches occur in the area as well as the gently rolling south aspect sites
above the Churn Creek breaks. A small area of irrigated hayfield is located in the Protected
Area. The level terrace east of the irrigated site was cultivated and seeded to crested wheat
grass in the late 1970s.
Historic Domestic Livestock Use
For the past 30-40 years, the area has been winter grazed with livestock removed before green
up of the adjacent unfenced hayfields. Little or no grazing by livestock has occurred during the
growing season. Livestock use is restricted to upper slopes and gently rolling terrain.
Wildlife Use
The area is critical California bighorn sheep range. A population of bighorn sheep are year
round residents and can often be seen grazing on irrigated alfalfa hayfields. Nearby steep
claybanks and rugged terrain offers escape terrain and lambing areas.
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Current Condition of Middle Grasslands by Principal Ecosystem Units
Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
in the Gang Ranch Range Unit
Principal Ecosystem Units
Seral Stage Representation1
Early
Mid
Late+Climax
Climax
Target
=1
5
=2
Lower Grasslands
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
2
2
4
1
Moist Depressions and Swales
1
2
4
1
Steep Warm Slopes
1
2
5
3
Streamside Riparian
1
1
5
2
Seral stage percentage classes: 1: 0-10%; 2: 11-35%; 3: 36-65%; 4: 66-84%; 5: ≥85%; bolded
numbers indicate representation does not meet a target (i.e. early representation is greater than
the target or late+climax or climax representation is less than the target.)
1

The steep, sparsely vegetated terrain in the Gang Ranch Unit is a mosaic of mid, late and climax
seral stages with only minor areas of early seral condition due to heavy use by California bighorn
sheep. The grass dominated gentle slopes and terraces are believed to be in mid and late seral
with the exception of the irrigated hayfield and crested wheatgrass plantation which are
designated early seral.
Management Issues
The irrigated alfalfa field in the Gang Ranch Unit will continue to be managed for production of
hay and silage.
Strategies
Ø Maintain current seral stage distribution of sites grazed by domestic livestock.
Churn Flats Range Unit
Physical Description of Unit
The Churn Flats Range Unit occurs on the south side of Churn Creek, downstream of Little
Churn Creek. It includes the largest expanse of level grassland within the Churn Creek
Protected Area. Most of the grasslands in this unit, including the flats and slopes down to Churn
Creek, are part of the Middle Grasslands. Upper Grasslands occur well above the flats,
adjacent to the forest edge and as openings within the forest.
A broad terrace (“Churn Flats”), blanketed by upland grassland vegetation, dominates the
landscape of the Churn Flats Range Unit. Small moist depressions and swales dot the level to
gently rolling landscape but occupy less than 5% of the grassland portion of the Range Unit.
They contain moist meadow or wetland vegetation. Aspen copses occur locally in these
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depressions at the base of steeper slopes. The generally level surface of the terrace is broken
locally by broad, steep-sided ravines created by the ancient erosion of streams leading to Churn
Creek. Although perennial streams are no longer present in these ravines, water flows during the
snowmelt period and moist riparian vegetation is locally present. The north-facing slopes of the
ravines are cooler and moister than are the south-facing slopes. Douglas-fir is common in the
bottom and on the north-facing slopes of the ravines.

Photo Twelve:
Churn Creek Gorge.

Photo by Chris Hamilton

The northwestern edge of the terrace breaks very sharply onto steep slopes leading down to
Churn Creek. Very large, ancient slope failures and slumps occur along this edge, producing a
complex landscape termed “slump terrain”. This terrain consists of very steep headwall slopes
above a complex terrain of low ridges and benches formed by accumulated material, followed
again by steep slopes leading down to the creek.
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Grasslands also occur at the base of the moderate to steep slopes leading up to the forested
higher elevations on the south side of the large terrace. Small wet meadows, wetlands, and
aspen forests occur locally at the toe of the slopes but their total extent is small. Two Cabin
Lake, with its important riparian area, occurs here. A large bedrock knob near Two Cabin
Lake has very steep grassy side-slopes and talus slopes.
Historic Domestic Livestock Use
The Churn Flats Unit has historically been grazed in November and December, when sufficient
snow is on the ground to make moisture available to cattle. The Upper Grassland component of
the Range Unit has historically not been used because of the steeper terrain and the large
amounts of forage available on the flats.
Churn Flats has been more heavily used in the past than it has been recently. As a result, the
grassland shows signs of past heavier use but also clear signs of seral stage improvement. Grass
species composition and cover has recovered more clearly than has lichen cover.
Current Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
in the Churn Flats Range Unit
Principal Ecosystem Unit
Seral Stage Representation
Early
Mid
Late+Climax
Climax
Target
=1
5
=2
Middle Grasslands
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
1
2
4
1
Steep cool slopes
0
1
5
4
Steep warm slopes
0
1
5
4
Moist depressions and swales
2
3
2
2
Aspen copses
3
3
2
1
Lakeshore riparian and wetlands
2
3
2
1
Streamside riparian
1
1
5
3
Talus
0
0
5
4
Upper Grasslands
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
Steep cool slopes

0
0

1
0

5
5

2
5

Seral stage percentage classes: 1: 0-10%; 2: 11-35%; 3: 36-65%; 4: 66-84%; 5: ≥85%; bolded
numbers indicate representation does not meet a target (i.e. early representation is greater than
the target or late+climax or climax representation is less than the target).
1
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Wildlife Use
•
•

•

Key winter range for migratory bighorn sheep which summer on Yalakom Mountain.
The large knob adjacent to Two Cabin Lake and the grassland areas within 800 meters of
the knob are extremely important sheep habitat because of its role as escape terrain on the
large expanse of Churn Flats.
Important mule deer winter range associated with Douglas-fir forests.

The large expanse of grassland that dominates the Churn Flats landscape is predominantly in
mid and late seral condition. Although relatively little climax vegetation is present, observations
suggest that the condition of these grasslands has improved in recent years and will likely
continue to improve under the present management regime. Climax vegetation is most common
on the west end of the large terrace and on the gentle slopes of the “slump” terrain, where there
is little livestock use.

Photo by Chris Hamilton

Photo Thirteen: Two Cabin Lake in the Churn Flats Range Unit. Note the rocky bluff
in the lower left of the photograph. This bluff is important escape terrain for the herd of
California bighorn sheep that winter on Churn Flats.
Livestock have more heavily impacted the moist depressions and swales than they have the
adjacent well drained sites on the flats, due possibly to the greater moisture availability in these
depressions during November and December. A small number of moist depressions that are not
easily accessed by livestock are in late seral and climax condition.
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Steep slopes, both cool and warm, are generally in better seral condition than are the gentle
slopes and flats. The steep cool slopes within the “slump” terrain below the large flat have
climax vegetation. Above the large flat, steep cool slope ecosystems are predominantly late
seral and climax.
Livestock use in the past has heavily impacted the aspen copses on the grasslands of Churn
Flats. However, increased aspen regeneration suggests that current livestock use has a reduced
impact on these ecosystems and that their seral condition is improving.
The riparian ecosystems and near-shore aquatic habitats of Two Cabin Lake have been heavily
impacted by livestock. Most of the riparian area is in an early seral stage although a shrubdominated riparian zone on the south side of the lake has been much less heavily impacted than
the remainder of the lakeshore. The lake provides important wildlife habitat as well as a
principal livestock watering source for Churn Flats.
Ecosystems of the Upper Grasslands generally meet seral stage targets.
Management Issues
The large grassland terrace (“Churn Flats”) in this Range Unit is the largest expanse of level
grassland in the Protected Area, has relatively easy access, and is an important area for hunting.
As a result, it has been impacted by an increasing network of roads. These roads bring in
weeds, impact wildlife use patterns and have long-ranging impacts on the quality and
productivity of the grasslands.
Livestock impacts to the lakeshore riparian vegetation at Two Cabin Lake have reduced
important wildlife habitat values of the lake.
The Principal Ecosystem Units in this unit that do not meet seral stage targets are moist
depressions and swales and aspen copses. The most extensive ecosystem (well-drained gentle
slopes and terraces) nearly meets seral stage targets except for a small shortfall in the proportion
of climax vegetation.
Forest encroachment is not a large concern, and there are only small, localized areas of weeds,
such as blueweed, in moist areas and some other areas disturbed by past logging.
This Range Unit includes a large Benchmark Area, extending from the breaks of the large
terrace down to Churn Creek on the western portion of the unit. A portion of the terrace,
isolated from the remainder of the terrace by a wide ravine, is included within the Benchmark
Area. Details can be found in Section 7.0 – Benchmark Areas.
Potential conflicts between domestic cattle grazing and California bighorn sheep winter ranges
should be addressed through research.
Strategies - Churn Flats Range Unit
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Ø Maintain upward trend in seral condition of “Churn Flats” in order to fully meet seral stage
targets.
Ø Establish upward trend in seral condition of moist depressions and swales and aspen copses
in the Middle Grasslands.
Ø Fence the lakeshore of Two Cabin Lake in order to limit livestock access to the riparian
zone and improve habitat values of the lakeshore. Maintain livestock access to water in or
near Two Cabin Lake.
Ø Establish photo-monitoring points at riparian areas
Ø Explore restoring the water systems at Little Churn Creek and the range cabin east of Two
Cabin Lake
Ø Provide adequate carryover forage for bighorn sheep
Murdock Pasture
Physical Description of Unit
The Murdock Pasture extends south from Lone Cabin Creek to the southern boundary of the
Protected Area. It is bounded on the west by Lone Cabin Pasture and the east by Hartman
Pasture. Most of Murdock is forested although grasslands occur along Lone Cabin Creek and
as openings within the forest at higher elevations. Grasslands along Lone Cabin Creek are within
the Middle Grasslands while those at higher elevations are within the Upper Grasslands.
The Middle Grasslands in this pasture occur primarily on moderate and steep slopes extending
from the high elevation forested areas to the Lone Cabin Creek canyon. The slopes are
generally north facing but broken by deep ravines leading to Lone Cabin Creek that have steep
sided west- and east-facing slopes. Small benches occur locally at all elevations on the slopes.
Large, old slope failures near Lone Cabin Creek have created “slump terrain”, characterized by
a steep headwall above complex topography formed by debris accumulations at the base of the
failure.
The Upper Grasslands occur primarily near the forest/grassland boundary as openings within the
forest. The topography is nearly level to gently rolling with locally steep slopes in areas of
bedrock controlled terrain. Grasslands occur on relatively dry sites including south- and westfacing slopes and the upper slopes and summits of broad ridges.
Historic Domestic Livestock Use
Historically, livestock use of this pasture has been relatively heavy, resulting in large areas of mid
seral grasslands. Seral condition is generally well below targets but evidence for an improving
trend is present, especially on moderate and steep slopes. Large numbers (thousands) of
domestic sheep used this area between the 1930’s and 1940’s.
Wildlife Use
•
Moderate levels of California bighorn sheep use
•
Light mountain goat use
•
Heavy mule deer use, good deer winter range.
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Current Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
Due to insufficient time, seral stage assessments of the Murdock Pasture were conducted
at a reconnaissance level only and should be considered preliminary at this time.
Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
in the Murdock Pasture
Principal Ecosystem Unit
Seral Stage Representation1
Target
Middle Grasslands
Talus
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
Steep warm slopes
Steep cool slopes
Streamside riparian
Moist depressions and swales
Upper Grasslands
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
Steep cool slopes
Steep warm slopes

Early

Mid

Late+Climax

Climax

=1

-

5

=2

1
3
1
1
2
2

1
2
3
2
3
3

5
2
2
3
1
1

5
1
1
1
1
1

3
2
1
4
Insufficient data

1
2

1
1

Seral stage percentage classes: 1: 0-10%; 2: 11-35%; 3: 36-65%; 4: 66-84%; 5: ≥85%; bolded
numbers indicate representation does not meet a target (i.e. early representation is greater than
the target or late+climax or climax representation is less than the target).
1

Historically, heavy livestock use has occurred on the level and very gentle slopes in the Middle
Grasslands; as a result, little or no climax vegetation is present. California bighorn sheep use has
resulted in local areas of early seral vegetation adjacent to escape terrain. Grasslands in moist
depressions and swales, toe slopes, and streamside riparian sites are also in very earl condition.
Upper Grasslands on gentle slopes and broad ridges are primarily in mid seral condition but
areas of late seral are also common. On steep cool slopes, Upper Grasslands have been only
lightly used and are predominantly in late seral and climax condition with a smaller proportion in
mid seral condition. Insufficient data are available to adequately assess seral condition of
grasslands on steep south-facing slopes.
Management Issues
The principal seral condition concerns in this pasture are the high proportion of grasslands in mid
seral condition on moderate slopes and the high proportion of early seral grasslands on gentle
slopes and moist areas. In addition, the protection of mule deer winter ranges requires
management.
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The Reynolds Ranch, located at Big Bar, has grazing rights in this area and has recently been
acquired by The Land Conservancy. BC Parks will endeavor to work with TLC and the
Ministry of Forests to ensure management of the adjacent areas is as consistent as possible.
Strategies - Murdock Pasture
Ø Establish an upward trend in early and mid seral grasslands throughout the pasture.
Ø Consider using chemicals to control noxious weeds.
Hartman Pasture
Physical Description of Unit
The Hartman Pasture occurs along the west side of the Fraser River downstream from the
confluence of the Fraser and Lone Cabin Creek. Most of the pasture is within the Lower and
Middle Grasslands. Upper elevations of this pasture are largely forested and only a minor area
of Upper Grasslands is present near the forest edge and in small forest openings.
Landscapes of the Lower Grasslands are predominantly steep, eroding slopes leading down to
the Fraser River. These slopes are most often sparsely vegetated due to surface erosion and
drought. Numerous steep-sided gullies and ravines cut into the slopes. Bedrock outcrops occur
locally.
Landscapes of the Middle Grasslands include gently sloping east-facing fluvial terraces, broad
ridges, and moderate to steep slopes extending upward from the grassland terraces to the
forests at higher elevations. Numerous gullies and steep-sided ravines dissect the steeper slopes.
Bedrock outcrops occur locally. Moist depressions and swales are uncommon, with the most
prominent being near the junction of Lone Cabin Creek and the Fraser River.
Upper Grasslands occur primarily on steep, dry slopes and ridges as small openings within the
forest.
Historic Domestic Livestock Use
Historically this area was grazed year-round, initially by horses and later by domestic sheep and
cattle. Past use has been heavy and has substantially impacted the grassland. Well developed
side-slope terracettes throughout the middle elevations of this pasture are very abundant,
indicating heavy livestock use in the past. Few livestock watering sources are present above the
Fraser River but livestock trails provide access to the Fraser River and Lone Cabin Creek.
Wildlife Use
•

Very high value area for California bighorn sheep. This unit contains high value summer and
winter range for non-migratory sheep that remain in the area all year. This unit also contains
a critical lambing area at the very south end of the Protected Area along the Fraser River.
Hartman Pasture rivals the Fraser South Range Unit (McGhee Flats) for sheep use.
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•

•

The Lower Grasslands receive extremely high levels of mule deer use during the spring
green-up period and the upper forested slopes are considered to be high value mule deer
winter range.
Very light goat use.

Current Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
Due to insufficient time, seral stage assessments of the Hartman Pasture were conducted
at a reconnaissance level only and should be considered preliminary at this time.
Current Seral Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
in the Hartman Pasture
Principal Ecosystem Units
Seral Stage Representation1
Early
Mid
Late+Climax
Climax
Lower Grasslands
Steep cool slopes
Insufficient data
Steep warm slopes – Sparsely
Insufficient data
vegetated
Middle Grasslands
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
Steep warm slopes
Steep cool slopes
Streamside riparian (uncommon)
Moist depressions and swales
Upper Grasslands
Gentle to moderate slopes and terraces
Steep cool slopes
Steep warm slopes (uncommon)

2
1
1
1
2

2
1

4
2
1
2
3

1
3
5
3
1

1
1
3
1
0

3
1
1
5
Insufficient data

1
2

Seral stage percentage classes: 1: 0-10%; 2: 11-35%; 3: 36-65%; 4: 66-84%; 5: ≥85%; bolded
numbers indicate representation does not meet a target (i.e. early representation is greater than
the target or late+climax or climax representation is less than the target).
1

Insufficient data are available to assess seral stage condition of the Lower Grasslands. Due to
the very steep slopes, impacts of livestock are expected to be relatively light except along
livestock trails to the Fraser River.
Middle Grasslands on gentle to moderate slopes and terraces are most heavily impacted along
livestock travel corridors and in local areas heavily used by bighorn sheep. Moist swales and
depressions are heavily impacted by livestock grazing.
As in the Middle Grasslands, seral stage appears to be on a slow upward trend over most
ecosystems of the Upper Grasslands in the Hartman Pasture.
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Management Issues
The proportions of late seral and climax grassland in this pasture are well below targets. The
principal seral stage concern is the large percentage of early and mid seral stage in both the
Middle and Upper Grasslands. Although grassland seral stage reflects heavy use by livestock,
bighorn sheep have also had significant local impacts. In addition, access to water is an issue as
the two existing springs in the pasture are being impacted by livestock and wildlife.
Encroachment and noxious weeds are also an issue.
The Reynolds Ranch also has grazing rights in this area and has recently been acquired by The
Land Conservancy. As with Murdock Pasture, BC Parks will endeavor to work with TLC and
the Ministry of Forests to ensure management of the adjacent areas is as consistent as possible.
Strategies – Hartman Pasture
Ø Manage livestock use to continue the upward trend in seral stage on steep slopes.
Ø Improve seral condition of early and mid seral grasslands on gentle and moderate slopes in
the Upper and Middle grasslands.
Ø Consider water development to minimize impact on riparian areas.
Ø Consider using chemicals to control noxious weeds.
Lone Cabin Pasture
Physical Description of Unit
The Lone Cabin Pasture extends from Lone Cabin Creek to the southern boundary of the
Protected Area, bordering the west side of Murdock Pasture. It is primarily a forested
landscape but includes a small area of Middle Grasslands adjacent to Lone Cabin Creek. A
small area of Upper Grasslands occurs in little openings within the forest, primarily on dry slopes
and ridges.
Historic Domestic Livestock Use
Cattle have historically grazed this pasture quite heavily. This use is reflected in the
predominantly early seral condition on the flats and a higher concentration of mid and late on the
slopes.
Wildlife Use
♦

♦

•

High value mule deer winter range with significant use of the Lower grasslands during spring
green-up.
The grassland component of this pasture receives some California bighorn sheep use but is
not as heavily used as the Hartman or Murdock Pastures due to the limited amount of
grasslands available and their northerly aspects.
Moderate use by predators such as bear, cougar and wolves.
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Current Condition of Principal Ecosystem Units
Insufficient data are available to adequately document the ecosystem units or seral condition of
grasslands in this pasture. Preliminary observations suggest that the Middle Grasslands are
predominantly in mid seral condition, similar to Middle Grasslands of Murdock Pasture. No
data are available for the Upper Grasslands in this pasture.
Management Issues
Issues include proper distribution of cattle and management of mule deer winter range.
Strategies - Lone Cabin Pasture
Ø Establish an upward trend on all early and mid-seral stage grasslands.
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4.2

Ranching and Water Management

There are currently four Range Act Agreements in the Churn Creek Protected Area. Gang
Ranch has grazing rights covering those parts of the Protected Area north of Churn Creek. Ron
Cable owns a small ranch located just north of Lone Cabin Creek on a parcel of land adjacent
to the Protected Area and has grazing rights in the Lone Cabin Pasture. The Land Conservancy
manages the Reynolds Ranch, which is located south of the Protected Area in the Lillooet
Forest District, but has grazing rights in the Hartmann and Murdock Pastures. Finally, the
former Empire Valley Ranch has grazing rights covering all the area south of Churn Creek and
north of Lone Cabin Creek as well as areas west of the Protected Area.
The Empire Valley Ranch is owned by the Province and is the only operation with hayfields or
infrastructure in the Protected Area; the other three ranches are only authorized to graze cattle.
As outlined in the CCLUP, each of these ranches has a maximum number of Animal Unit
Months (AUM’s) authorized in the Protected Area. They are:
Ranch
Gang Ranch
Empire Valley Ranch
Cable Ranch
Reynolds Ranch
Total for Churn Creek Protected Area

Maximum # of AUM’s
in Churn Creek PA
350
3,850
72
451
4723 AUM’s

It should be noted that most of the Ranching and Water objectives and strategies that
follow refer only to the operations of the Empire Valley Ranch, and not to the Gang,
Cable or Reynolds Ranch. Objectives and strategies that apply to the entire Protected
Area are indicated as such.

Empire Valley Ranch
The Empire Valley Ranch in the Churn Creek Protected Area has a long and interesting history.
What we know today as the Empire Valley Ranch actually started out as upwards of seven
separate smaller ranches. Ownership has changed frequently over the past 140 years, with each
owner making physical changes to the Ranch and managing cattle in a different manner. Details
on the history of the Empire Valley Ranch can be found in Appendix F – History of the Churn
Creek Protected Area.
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Ranch Concept
The long-term vision is that the Empire Valley Ranch will be managed as a year round cow/calf
operation with the licensee (or representative) living on site. Hayfields can be renovated and
enhanced, and while it is understood that the operator will be permitted to sell surplus hay to
outside markets in accordance with good business practices, forage should be used to maximize
grasslands conservation whenever possible. Hayfields will continue to be used for hay
production or pasture, and not other agricultural uses (e.g. ginseng).
Diversification is also consistent with the long-term vision for the Empire Valley Ranch. Ranchbased agrotourism, a ranch-based Bed and Breakfast and other such economic opportunities
are compatible with Protected Area management.

Photo by Myron Woods

Photo Fourteen. Cattle leaving the Empire Valley Ranch headquarters in 1974. Photo
courtesy of Karl Stegemann.
Water Licenses
Over the past 100 years or so, water systems have been developed to irrigate hayfields,
provide water for cattle and supply residential needs. Other water developments and
impoundments were planned and water licenses acquired, but never put into operation on the
ground. As a result, a large number of water licenses exist in the Protected Area, some of which
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were included with the purchase of the Empire Valley Ranch and others with private ownership.
Licenses include:
License #

Owner

Source

Quantity

Use

Year

C056527
C055876
F009877

Gang Ranch
Gang Ranch
BC Parks

Churn Creek
Michaels Crk
Little Churn
and Koster
Creek

10,000 GD
5000 GD
1000000 GD
and
261.750 AF

1979
1977
1875

C050196

BC Parks

160 AF

F005129

BC Parks

Little Churn
and Koster
Creek
Koster Crk

F009286

BC Parks

Koster Creek

200 AF

F006456

BC Parks

Koster Creek

49 AF

C061044
C061045

BC Parks
BC Parks

Koster Creek
Koster Creek

240 AF
240 AF

F005128

BC Parks

Grinder Crk

1000000 GD
and 153.5 AF

F005127

BC Parks

Grinder Crk

F005130

BC Parks

Grinder Crk

1,000,000 GD
and
104 AF
47.5 AF

F005131

BC Parks

Grinder Crk

16 AF

F005132

BC Parks

Grinder Crk

20AF

C059914

BC Parks

Porcupine Crk

750AF

C064976

Ron Cable

60 AF

C0107115

Ron Cable

Higgenbottom
Crk
Simmons Crk

C0102977

Ron Cable

Stock watering
Stock watering
Domestic Use
and Irrigation.
1 POD on Little
Churn, 5 POD
on Koster Crk
Storage in
Little Churn &
Koster Crk
Domestic Use
and Irrigation.
POD for Dam
Storage in
Brown Lake
Irrigation
POD
Irrigation Dam
Storage
Koster Lake
3 POD
Irrigation and
Domestic
2 POD
Irrigation and
Domestic
1 POD
Irrigation
1 POD
Irrigation
1 POD
Irrigation
1 POD
Irrigation
1 POD
Irrigation
1 POD
Irrigation
2 POD
Irrigation

Montgomery
Crk

1000000 GD
and 227 AF

1875

1877

1886
1886
1977
1977
1885

1868

1911
1919
1919
1977
1984
1993
1993

GD= Gallons per Day
AF= Acre Feet
POD = Point of Diversion
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Dry Farm Pasture

Photo by Chris Hamilton

Photo Fifteen. Looking west up Grinder Creek. The headquarters of the Empire Valley
Ranch are visible in the foreground and Dry Farm Pasture can be seen in the top right
corner.
Objectives
Empire Valley Ranch
Ø Maintain the Empire Valley Ranch as a year round cow/calf operation.
Ø Maintain water licenses necessary for continued ranch operations.
Ø Maintain the existing hay harvesting base for the purpose of maintaining the authorized
cow/calf operations.
Entire Protected Area
Ø Protect and maintain the natural qualities of water resources and their contribution to
ecological processes within the Protected Area.
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Strategies
Empire Valley Ranch
Ø Empire Valley Ranch to utilize a maximum of 3850 AUM’s within the Churn Creek
Protected Area. (see Appendix E – AUMs and the Churn Creek Protected Area for
details).
Ø Permit the Empire Valley Ranch to have a maximum of 700 cow/calves including bulls in the
Churn Creek Protected Area. (see Appendix E – AUMs and the Churn Creek Protected
Area for details).
Ø Permit only one herd operated by one licensee in the Churn Creek Protected Area between
Churn Creek and Lone Cabin Creek.
Ø Where possible, use the hayfields for grazing to minimize time spent on grasslands during the
critical growing season.
Ø Utilize existing hayfields (Bishop, Home, Tommy, Point, Koster, Boyle and Stinky) as hay
base. Gap field and Grinder fields may be irrigated if required.
Ø Existing hayfields (Bishop, Home, Tommy, Point, Koster, Boyle and Stinky as well as Gap
field and Grinder fields, which are not currently used for hay) can be renovated to improve
productivity.
Ø Ranch operations will be a priority use of ranch infrastructure (Calving Barns, fields, barns,
houses etc.)
Ø Upgrade existing dams and diversion structures to provincial standards.
Ø Permit continued bee-keeping operations in order to enhance hay production.

Entire Protected Area
Ø Additional water impoundments and diversions within the Protected Area will be
discouraged, however, it is recognized some development may be necessary for a more
even distribution of gazing; public recreation facilities; and upgrade of the ranch buildings.
Ø Examine existing water licenses to ensure they are necessary - water licenses not required
for ranch operations (domestic use, stock watering and hay production) will be
discontinued.
Ø Allow the use of firearms for euthanizing domestic livestock and predator control of
problem animals by the ranching permitee(s) and authorize this in permits.
Ø Forbid the importing of hay into the Protected Area unless specifically authorized.
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Map Five
Churn Creek Protected Area
Ranch Infrastructure and Water Systems
Located in Appendix M: Map Folio

Photo by Chris Hamilton

Photo Sixteen: One of the two dams at Koster Lake, located just outside the Protected
Area.
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4.3

Forest Health and Vegetation Management

The Bunchgrass and Douglas-fir grasslands are the most significant vegetation in Churn Creek
and cover the majority of the Protected Area. Primary direction on how these grasslands are to
be managed can be found in Section 4.1 Grasslands Management and Restoration.
In addition to the 11,672 hectares of Bunchgrass grasslands (BGxh and BGxw) and 16,275
hectares of Douglas-fir grasslands (IDFxm), Churn Creek also contains 6,577 hectares of nongrassland Douglas-fir (IDFdk4 and IDFdk3), 1,643 hectares of Sub-Boreal Pine Spruce
(SBPSxc) and 480 hectares of Montane Spruce (MSxv). The majority of these forests are
located south of Lone Cabin Creek and on the higher elevation slopes.
Fire, disease and insect infestations are the fundamental disturbances that can be found in the
forested ecosystems of the Cariboo-Chilcotin. As natural processes, these disturbances are
generally allowed to continue within parks and protected areas. However, past interventions in
natural disturbance patterns, particularly through the suppression of wildfires, have created
‘unnatural’ conditions that make ecosystem management more of a challenge. Suppression of
fire, for example, results in large areas of mature forest and higher fuel loading, which leads to an
increased risk of forest pest outbreaks or catastrophic wildfire. On the other hand, the
suppression of fire on open range has allowed forests to gradually encroach into the grasslands.
The management philosophy of BC Parks is to allow natural processes to occur naturally to the
greatest extent possible. However, fire and forest health management must also be integrated
with forest and grasslands management on surrounding lands.
Encroachment
The area of grasslands and open range in the Cariboo-Chilcotin has been significantly reduced
over the past 100 years. The principal cause of this phenomenon has been the encroachment of
Douglas-fir stands into the grasslands and the in-filling of open fir stands. In some areas of the
region, it is estimated that encroachment and in-growth has reduced grasslands by more that
30%. Appendix B – Encroachment contains a map showing the most recent encroachment in
the Churn Creek Protected Area. This map only shows encroachment that has happened in the
last ten years – the area of grasslands lost to earlier encroachment and in-growth is not known,
although regional estimates place it at approximately 11%.
The loss of grassland area due to encroachment has significant implications for both livestock
grazing and biodiversity. Diminishing grasslands mean reduced forage for cattle and loss of
critical habitats for red and blue listed species.
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Photo by Chris Hamilton

Photo Seventeen: A hillside showing encroachment and forest ingrowth.
Weed Management
Non-native plant species, including many noxious weeds, are relatively common in parts of the
Churn Creek Protected Area. Many of these noxious weeds are non-native plants introduced to
British Columbia without natural enemies (predators and diseases) that control them. These
noxious weeds are aggressive, difficult to control and lead to the degradation of native plant
communities and the reduction of forage production for livestock.
The total removal of all introduced species from the Protected Area is a impossible task. At the
present time, mechanical removal and the application of herbicides are the main methods used
to control noxious weeds in the Protected Area. In other areas of British Columbia, such as the
Okanagan, application of expensive herbicides has been replaced with biocontrols because
infestations are too widespread. Management is focused on eliminating small patches and
keeping current infestations localized.
Weeds in the Churn Creek Protected Area can be widely classed into three broad groups:
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1. Those that are invasive to rangeland and replace native plant species. Examples include
spotted knapweed (Centaurea maculosa), diffuse knapweed (Centaurea diffusa),
blueweed (Echium vulgare), leafy spurge (Euphorbia esula);
2. Those noxious weeds that are widespread and prefer disturbed sites or moister areas.
Examples include burdock (Arctium species), hounds-tongue (Cynoglossum officinale),
and Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense); and,
3. Other introduced species, all of which are undesirable from a conservation perspective. An
example is Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis).
Of the three groups, the invasive weeds are much more serious and management should be
focused on removing the plants, localizing their populations and limiting their distribution to new
sites.
Rare and Endangered Plants and Vegetation
At the present time, there are only three rare and endangered plants that are on record with the
British Columbia Conservation Data Center (CDC). They include:
♦

♦

♦

American Chamaerhodos (Chamaerhodos erecta ssp. Nuttalli). This is a blue listed plant
and has been noted at Sheep Point in an Upper Grassland area.
Slender Hawksbeard (Crepis atrabarba ssp. Atrabarba). This is a red listed plant that has
been observed near Churn Creek in a disturbed area of Middle Grassland.
Drummond’s Campion (Silene drummondii var. drummondii). This is a blue listed plant
that has been seen 2.25 kilometers east of Churn Creek in an area of Upper Grassland.

The significance of the grassland plant associations in the Churn Creek Protected Area is borne
out by the fact that up to 15 of the same or equivalent associations are no longer available in
undisturbed form elsewhere in the province. The CDC, in their provincial red and blue lists,
have rated these associations from ‘critically imperiled because of extreme rarity’ to ‘rare or
uncommon.’
Cariboo-Chilcotin grassland plant associations are currently being re-classified and newly
correlated with other provincial grasslands. When available, the rare associations will be listed
as an appendix to this plan.
Objectives
Ø To maintain natural plant and forest communities for their inherent value and their
contribution to wildlife habitat, biodiversity and aesthetics.
Ø To protect rare, endangered and sensitive native plant communities.
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Ø Prevent the establishment of non-native species.
Ø Where feasible, eliminate noxious weeds from the Protected Area. Ensure current
infestations of noxious weeds remain localized.
Ø To manage for low impact scientific studies to improve the knowledge of Protected Area
values and management activities.
Ø To allow wildfire and pest infestations in a manner that maintains the integrity of natural
conditions within the Protected Area, while considering the implications for areas adjacent
to the Protected Area.
Strategies
Fire Management
Ø Prepare a fire management plan. Detailed criteria on how this fire management plan should
be prepared can be found in Appendix C: Criteria for Fire Management Plan.
Ø Until the fire management plan is prepared, undertake an initial attack on all wildfires (by
either the Ministry of Forests or BC Parks) until the situation is assessed. If the fire cannot
be controlled on the initial attack, BC Parks, in consultation with the Cariboo Fire Center
Control Officer and the Ministry of Forests District Manager, will jointly decide if the fire
will be allowed to run its natural course. Unless extreme fire conditions prevail, the intent is
to allow natural fires to the greatest extent possible.
Ø Mechanical equipment (wheeled or tracked) is only permitted on existing developed roads.
Construction of new access roads or helicopter pads for fire suppression purposes requires
approval from BC Parks District Manager.
Pest Management
Ø Insect infestation that could spread to epidemic proportions or to adjacent lands will be
controlled by using low impact, site-specific methods, such as single-tree disposal.
Ø No new access will be created to address pest infestations. Where possible, allow
infestations to run their natural course.
Disturbed Areas and Old Roads
Ø Control erosion on open roads using methods such as waterbars and ditching.
Ø Rehabilitate disturbed sites with native species.
Ø Deactivate closed roads (see Section 4.6- Access Management for details) and roads that
are not used by ranchers or licensees.
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Weed Management
Ø Map occurrences of noxious weeds. Complete reconnaissance level mapping for areas that
are not currently inventoried for noxious weeds.
Ø Develop annual weed management priorities with other agencies with a weed management
mandate, including Ministry of Forests, Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of
Transportation and Highways.
Ø Vehicles that are in the Protected Area on a regular basis (e.g. BC Parks vehicles, ranch
vehicles, Ministry of Forest Range vehicles, research vehicles) should be monitored for the
presence of noxious weeds.
Ø Before bringing horses or cattle into the Protected Area, animals should be thoroughly
checked and cleaned for burrs. Horse’s hoofs should be picked free of dirt. Cattle being
moved from one grazing unit to another, particularly when coming from an area of heavy
weed infestation, should be thoroughly de-burred.
Ø Heavy equipment must be pressure-washed prior to entering the Protected Area.
Ø Consider the use of biocontrols to control noxious weeds.

Interim Weed Management
Ø The priority for managing introduced species should focus on those species classed as
noxious under the Weed Act and of these, emphasis should be placed on removing and
controlling those that are invasive onto range land i.e. spotted knapweed, diffuse knapweed,
leafy spurge
Ø Make a concerted effort to eliminate blueweed, leafy spurge and diffuse knapweed from the
Protected Area.
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4.4

Wildlife and Fish

The grasslands of the Cariboo-Chilcotin contain tremendous diversity of wildlife species. It has
been estimated these grasslands contain 14% of the species on the provincial red list and 39%
on the blue list8. The Churn Creek Protected Area captures much of this diversity, stretching 25
kilometers along the Fraser River and encompassing arid grasslands at river level, cooler
benchlands, grassland/forest edges, dry Douglas-fir forests, and moister, high elevation pine and
spruce forests. In addition to these terrestrial habitats, Churn Creek contains a number of kettle
lakes, streams and large creeks with diverse fish populations.

Photo by Chris Hamilton

Photo Eighteen: The resident herd of California bighorn sheep in
the Lower Grasslands above the Fraser River.
The mosaic of grasslands, shrub-steppe, moist and wet ecosystems and dry, open forests of the
Churn Creek Protected Area offer a varied series of habitats, supporting populations of
California bighorn sheep, mule deer, black bear, cougar, bobcat, lynx and a number of small
mammals. Significant concentrations of bird, bat, amphibian and reptile species can also be
found in the Churn Creek grasslands, and a number of these species are at their northern

8

Pitt and Hooper, 1995. Problem Analysis for Chilcotin-Cariboo Grassland Biodiversity. BC Environment
Wildlife Bulletin No. B-82.
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breeding limits. Since the small lakes, marshes and creeks either remain ice-free or are among
the first to become ice-free in the spring, they provide important staging and stopover areas for
migrating waterfowl and year-round habitat for muskrats, reptiles and amphibians.
California Bighorn Sheep
The Churn Creek California bighorn sheep sub-population is comprised of three distinct herds
with somewhat separate strategies for survival.
A non-migratory herd resides year round in the vicinity of their winter ranges and move locally
between various seasonal habitats. The non-migratory herd is generally found along the Fraser
River and lower Churn Creek.
The migratory component of bighorn sheep includes two distinct herds which winter in the
Protected Area and summer in high elevation alpine sites on Red Mountain, Nine Mile Ridge
and Yalakom Mountain. The two migratory herds use relatively distinct summer and winter
ranges. The largest migratory herd is centered around the Wycott Flats and Sheep Flats winter
ranges located along the north side of Churn Creek and west of Gang Ranch. This herd of
predominately ewes lambs in May near the winter range on rugged cliff complexes west of
Sheep Flats and then migrates later in June/July to Red Mountain for the summer months. The
return (fall) migration for the ewes and lambs from Red Mountain usually occurs in September
through October.
The second migratory herd is centered around Churn Flats and Little Churn Creek. This herd
has had a more erratic migratory pattern. In some years the bulk of the ewes migrate early (late
April/May) to Yalakom Mountain where some or all lamb at high elevation sites. In recent years
a portion of the herd has migrated early with the remainder migrating to Yalakom Mountain later
in the spring with their lambs. In the fall the Yalakom Mountain herd tends to return to the winter
range later than the Wycott herd, usually remaining on the summer range well into November
before returning to Churn Flats by the beginning of December.
The ram component of these two migratory herds share similar migration patterns with the ewe
and lamb component with the only difference occurring in choice of summer ranges. The
majority of rams summer on Nine Mile ridge segregated from the ewe and lamb groups. A
smaller ram component shares Red Mountain with the Wycott ewes and lambs. The migration
patterns of rams tend to also be more erratic than that of ewes and lambs. The spring migration
is similar to that of the ewes and lamb groups but the fall migration is less predictable with some
groups periodically splitting up and individuals or small groups returning to the wintering areas as
early as mid August or as late as November.
Bighorn sheep winter ranges are generally open grassland habitats (usually on warm aspects)
associated with nearby escape terrain. Escape terrain is usually defined as steep slopes or cliffs
with a minimum of 60% - 70% slope. In periods of excessive snow depth bighorn sheep may
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retreat under nearby forest canopy, making them more vulnerable to predation. Bighorn sheep
are a species adapted to open terrain. They use their keen eyesight and ability to negotiate steep
and rugged terrain as their main method of detecting and avoiding predators.
Lambing areas usually consist of steep cliff complexes intermixed with small terraces and/or
ledges. Terrain commonly used for lambing is rugged and remote in order to provide ewes
security and isolation for the lambing period. Lambing can occur from mid April through to early
July. The peak occurs from mid May to the mid June period.
Mule Deer
There are approximately 2000 to 3000 mule deer that winter in or immediately adjacent to the
Churn Creek Protected Area. This is the highest regional density and one of the highest
provincial densities. Like the bighorn sheep, the Churn Creek herd has a small resident
component and a significant migratory component.
In the spring and summer mule deer from Churn Creek and adjacent areas disperse over a large
part of the Chilcotin Plateau and into the Chilcotin Ranges. Some animals travel substantial
distances to summer in alpine and semi-alpine habitats as far away as Taseko Lakes, Dil Dil
Plateau, Relay Mountain and Red Mountain.
The Churn Creek Protected Area is a critical spring range as well as providing some winter
habitat values. Mule deer require access to this spring range to recover from the rigors of
winter, particularly adult does with rapidly developing fetuses. The flush of new spring plant
growth that occurs in April and the nutrients it provides are critical for the final development of
healthy fawns which are usually born later in late May or June. For this reason large numbers of
deer will move onto the open or semi-open habitats in early April to find the warm aspects and
lower elevations where the first flush of plant growth is occurring. A component of the deer
population will follow this green-up into the alpine and semi alpine habitats.
Rare and Endangered Wildlife Species
In addition to provincially significant California bighorn sheep and deer populations, the Churn
Creek grasslands provide habitats for a significant number of red and blue listed species.
The Bunchgrass biogeoclimatic zone is primarily located along valley bottoms in some of the
warmer and dryer parts of British Columbia, areas that are attractive for human activities such
as cultivation, recreation and settlement. Many of these human activities threaten both the
grassland habitat and the animal populations that inhabit the grasslands. The highly specialized
environment of the grasslands gives rise to many rare forms of life, including 75 species of
invertebrates that occur nowhere else in Canada.
Some of the specific species at risk that may inhabit the Churn Creek Protected Area include:
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Species

Class

American Bittern
Bobolink
Brewer’s Sparrow
Fisher
Flammulated Owl
Fringed Myotis
Gopher Snake

Blue
Blue
Red
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue

Great Basin Spadefoot Toad

Blue

Gyrfalcon

Blue

Lark Sparrow

Red

Lewis’ Woodpecker
Long-billed Curlew
Northern Goshawk

Blue
Blue
Yellow

Painted Turtle
Pallid Bat

Blue
Red

Peregrine Falcon
Prairie Falcon
Racer

Red
Red
Blue

Rubber Boa

Blue

Sharp-tailed Grouse

Blue

Short-eared Owl
Spotted Bat

Blue
Blue

Swainson’s Hawk
Townsend’s Big-eared Bat

Red
Blue

Upland Sandpiper
Western Rattlesnake

Red
Blue

Western Small-eared Myotis

Blue

White-throated Swift

Blue

Yellow-breasted Chat

Red

Occurrence
Suspected
Suspected
Suspected
Suspected
Suspected
Suspected
Known in some locations, Suspected and
Probable in others
Known in some locations, Suspected in
others
Known in some locations, Suspected and
Possible in others
Suspected in some locations, Probable in
others.
Suspected
Suspected
Known in some locations, Suspected and
Probable in others
Suspected
Known in some locations, Suspected in
others
Suspected
Suspected
Known in some locations, Suspected and
Probable in others
Known in some locations, Suspected in
others
Known in some locations, Suspected in
others
Suspected
Known in some locations, Suspected and
Probable in others
Suspected
Known in some locations, Suspected and
Probable in others
Suspected
Known in some locations, Suspected in
others
Known in some locations, Suspected and
Probable in others
Known in some locations, Suspected in
others
Suspected
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“Known” species are those which have been observed in the Churn Creek Protected Area.
“Suspected” species those that are likely to occur in the CCPA based on known distributions of
the species. “Possible” species are those that could potentially occur in the CCPA but are less
likely. Details on specific habitats that support these rare and endangered species can be found
on the map in Appendix A.
Waterfowl
Wetlands in the Churn Creek Protected Area are in close proximity to the Riske Creek/Alexis
Creek aspen parklands, some of the most productive waterfowl habitat in the province. The
Cariboo Chilcotin is also home to 60-90% of the world’s population of Barrow’s Goldeneyes,
a species that take advantage of the proximity of trees and abundant food in the wetlands of the
Protected Area.9
Dry Lake and Hog Lake are Class 3 Waterfowl Production Areas and BC Lake, Hairy Fish
Lake, Brown Lake, and Koster Lake are Class 4 Waterfowl Production Areas. The abundant
aquatic invertebrates in Koster and BC Lake support several hundred waterfowl at a time
during spring and fall migration and during moulting in the summer.10
Fish
The Churn Creek Protected Area encompasses several main watersheds. Churn Creek is the
largest watershed within the Protected Area, however two other Fraser River tributaries –
Grinder Creek and Lone Cabin Creek - fall within the Protected Area boundaries.
Churn Creek
Several Fish and Fish Habitat inventories have been undertaken on the Churn system. The most
comprehensive study was undertaken by Lignum Ltd. under FRBC funding in 1996.
Information from that study provides the basis for much of the following.
The key factor in determining the area colonized by various fish species is the presence of a
barrier falls approximately 19 km upstream of the Churn / Fraser confluence. Upstream of the
barrier only bull trout and rainbow trout have been captured. Downstream of the falls rainbow
9

Savard, J-P.L. 1991. Waterfowl in the Aspen Parklands of Central British Columbia. Technical Report Series
No 132. Canadian Wildlife Service. Pacific and Yukon Region, British Columbia
10
The Canada Land Inventory list seven classes of Wildlife Capability. Class 1 has no limitations while
class 7 areas have severe limitations. Class 3 lands (Dry Lake and Hog Lake) have a high proportion of both
temporary and semi-permanent shallow marshes poorly interspersed with deep marshes and bodies of open
water. They have a moderately high capability for the production of waterfowl but may be affected by
occasional droughts and other slight limitations. Class 4 lands (BC Lake, Hairy Fish Lake, Brown Lake, and
Koster Lake) have water areas that are predominantly temporary ponds or deep, open water with poorly
developed marsh edges. Class 4 lands have a moderate capability for the production of waterfowl but have
more limitations than Class 3 areas.
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and bull trout have both been identified along with chinook, longnose dace, longnose suckers,
and pink salmon. Coho and sockeye salmon and possibly steelhead may also use the system
Upstream of Barrier
Rainbow trout - almost all streams that had a connection to the mainstem Churn were found to
contain rainbow trout. In addition, rainbow trout were found in West Churn Creek above a
series of waterfalls that appear to be barriers to upstream migration.
Bull trout - all major streams except for upper West Churn Creek were found to contain bull
trout.
Both of these species were found in the headwaters of tributary streams, including Dash Creek
where they were captured at 1800 meters. They are both considered to be important
populations because they are isolated from other populations within the Fraser River drainage.
Downstream of Barrier
Rainbow trout - captured during several of the inventories although not as numerous in the lower
reaches of the system
Bull trout - captured during one of the inventories however, warm water conditions during the
summer may restrict bull trout use
Steelhead - no reports of steelhead using the Churn system, however, the stream is large enough
to support a small population
Chinook Salmon - juvenile Chinook were sampled at various locations downstream of the
barrier. In addition, the 1996 Churn study indicated that large fish (>70cm.), believed to be
Chinook adults were observed within 100 meters downstream of the falls.
Coho Salmon suspected to occur in lower section
Pink Salmon - observed in first 4 kilometers
Sockeye Salmon - recorded in the lower section. (Speculation that sockeye in Churn Creek are
strays from Chilko or Horsefly systems. It is unclear if sockeye spawn in Churn.
Longnose Dace - captured at inventory sites in the lower portion of the system.
Longnose Suckers - captured near the mouth of Churn Creek
Fraser River
A small population of sturgeon are known to inhabit the portions of the Fraser River adjacent to
the Protected Area. Sturgeon are presently a blue listed species and identified in the CCLUP as
requiring special protection.
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Lone Cabin Creek
Fish inventory was undertaken in 1983 on Lone Cabin Creek as part of a mining proposal on
Black Dome Mountain. A set of impassable falls is located within 200 meters of the Fraser
River. In addition, at least two more sets of falls are known on the Lone Cabin system.
Below First Barrier
Rainbow trout - juvenile rainbow trout have been found in the section downstream of the falls
Chinook salmon - juvenile Chinook use the lower section for short-term rearing. It is unlikely
that Chinook spawn in this small stream
Above Barrier
Bull trout - have been captured in upper Lone Cabin and Porcupine Creek and are expected to
be found throughout.
Rainbow trout - this creek may contain rainbow trout on the upper reaches as a result of the
previous stocking of Roaster Lake (headwaters of Lone Cabin Creek)
Grinder Creek/Koster Creek
Although no fish stream inventory has been undertaken on the Grinder watershed, two lakes
have been surveyed. Koster and Brown Lakes received a reconnaissance level inventory in
1997. Lake chub, large scale suckers and red side shiners were found in the lakes. A report
from a local source indicated that rainbow trout may have inhabited the lake in the past.

Objectives
Ø Manage for the habitat needs of all species by providing a range of habitats that include
grassland and forest ecosystems.
Ø Maintain and/or recover to optimal levels11 species 12 and habitats at risk, including rare
habitats.
Ø Protect wildlife habitat features13 (See Appendix A).

11

“Optimal” is a combination of historic levels and the area’s carrying capacity - this concept requires more
research.
12
“At Risk” refers to species or habitats that are rare, endangered, sensitive or vulnerable (red, blue and
yellow listed).
13
“Wildlife Habitat Features” are specific features of wildlife habitat that support specific wildlife or groups
of wildlife such as mineral licks, nest trees or nest sites etc.
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Ø Maintain ungulate winter and spring ranges in a condition that will support populations
during critical winter conditions.
Ø Minimize displacement of wildlife from preferred habitats.
Ø Avoid disease transmission between domestic livestock and wildlife.
Ø Prevent the introduction of exotic plant and animal species and address the spread of
existing exotics.
Ø Provide hunting opportunities for game species that support sustainable populations.
Ø Monitor and research interactions between wildlife and domestic livestock.
Strategies
Wildlife
Ø Develop a long term management plan for wildlife with Wildlife Branch, BC Parks, Ministry
of Forests and First Nations.
Ø Use biophysical mapping and other resources to delineate high value ungulate habitat areas
(spring, winter and natal areas).
Ø Establish wildlife population census areas in the Protected Area and ensure long-term
monitoring.
Ø Develop specific habitat prescriptions for species or habitats at risk.
Ø Determine and provide sufficient carryover forage on California bighorn sheep winter range
for deep snow winters.
Ø Determine and provide sufficient carryover forage on ungulate spring ranges.
Ø Use prescribed burning to address maintenance of grassland ecosystems, reduce
encroachment and enhance wildlife habitat.
Ø Prohibit domestic sheep, goats or llamas in order to prevent transmission of disease to wild
populations.
Ø Utilize wildlife safe fencing standards.
Ø Prohibit the importing of hay into the Protected Area unless specifically authorized.
Ø Avoid placing salt, mineral or protein blocks in areas frequented by bighorn sheep.
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Trapping
Ø Authorize, by Park Use Permit, the continuation of pre-existing trapline operations. Allow
the use of firearms and snowmobiles for trapline management by the registered trapline
holder and authorize this in permits.
Fish
Ø Complete fish and fish habitat overview inventory on Grinder and Koster Systems
Ø Screen irrigation inputs (culverts, dams and irrigation ditches) where fish are present.
Ø No stocking of any lakes in Protected Area.

Map Six:
Churn Creek Protected Area
Sheep Habitat
Located in Appendix M: Map Folio
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4.5 Recreation Management
The Churn Creek Protected Area provides settings that support opportunities for
low-impact, dispersed, motorized and non-motorized outdoor recreation and nature
appreciation. Recreation opportunities in the Protected Area include day hiking, horseback
riding, mountain biking, hunting, camping, wildlife viewing and natural landscape appreciation.
Snowmobiling opportunities are limited by terrain and lack of snow. Angling is limited by limited
populations of sport fish.
One of the largest challenges to managing recreation in the Churn Creek Protected Area is
providing opportunities that are compatible with the operations of the Empire Valley Ranch. The
infrastructure necessary for the operation of a ranch, including cow trails, fences, corrals, barns,
roads, gates and buildings are all integral to the function and history of the area. In addition to
ranching, the Protected Area has a long history of mining, logging and homesteading. Visitor
expectations need to be managed to reflect this multiple-use past.
The other challenge to recreation management is minimizing the impact of visitor activities on
wildlife populations and the sensitive grassland ecosystems. Grassland parks and protected
areas are new to British Columbia’s system of Parks and Protected Areas, and as a result there
is limited knowledge about the impacts of recreation on these areas. A conservative approach
to managing recreation will be adopted.
Yet another challenge with recreation is ensuring traditional activities by First Nations can
continue and that sensitive archaeological sites are not disturbed. This is addressed Section 4.7
- Cultural Heritage.
The Churn Creek area has not seen a large amount of recreation in the past. Use has been
limited predominantly to deer and sheep hunting. The custom of restricting access to private
lands, which has been practiced by owners of the Empire Valley Ranch since the 1920’s, has
had a discouraging effect on recreation. With the purchase of the Ranch and the creation of the
Churn Creek Protected Area, interest in other types of recreation has increased.
All recreation activities must be managed so they:
♦
♦
♦

are compatible with Protected Area objectives and zoning;
do not conflict with one another; and,
compliment the natural or cultural values.
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Recreation Concept
The zoning for Churn Creek divides the Protected Area into three different zones. Each zone is
intended to support different types and levels of recreation. Zones include an Intensive
Use/Recreation Zone; a Natural Environment Zone, which is further
sub-divided into Motorized and Non-Motorized Sub-zones; and a Special Feature Zone. The
intent of these zones as they relate to recreation are as follows:
A. Intensive Use/Recreation Zone.
This valley bottom zone includes the road into the Empire Valley Ranch, all the hayfields, the
ranch headquarters, barns and corrals, and the calving barns. The intent in this zone is to
recognize the continued working ranch and hay base, as well as providing a formal staging
area and camping area in the vicinity of the calving barns. Visitors should expect to see
working ranch vehicles and equipment associated with the Ranch, as well as vehicles using
the area as an industrial corridor.
B. Natural Environment Zone.
This zone is broken down into Motorized and Non-Motorized Sub-zones.
i. Motorized Sub-zone
This sub-zone, which consists of a small area in North Churn and a large section in South
Churn, is intended to allow motorized access for hunting, scenic appreciation, wildlife
viewing, informal camping and other opportunities associated with roaded areas in the
Natural Environment Zone.
ii. Non-Motorized Sub-zone
This large sub-zone includes the remainder of the Protected Area and is intended to provide
settings for a wide variety of non-motorized recreation. A network of old logging roads,
ranch roads and cattle trails provide opportunities for mountain biking, walking, hiking,
hunting, wildlife viewing camping and horseback riding in a
non-motorized setting.
C. Special Feature Zone.
This zone is intended to provide the highest level of protection available for three
Benchmark Areas. These Benchmark Areas are representative of a number of ecosystems
in the Protected Area and will not be grazed by domestic livestock. Details of these
Benchmark Areas can be found in Section 7.0 – Benchmark Areas. This system of
Benchmark Areas will be used to study how grassland ecosystems change over time, and
will be used to study lichen communities, the role of fire, impacts of ungulates on grasslands
and other related projects. Recreational uses are discouraged in these small areas.
Strategies for managing use are outlined in Section 7.0 – Benchmark Areas.
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Objectives
Ø Provide high quality, low impact recreation activities that have minimal impact on grasslands,
wildlife and cultural heritage values.
Ø Provide basic infrastructure necessary for visitor appreciation of the Protected Area.
Ø Limit recreation promotion, development and use in order to enhance conservation values.
Ø Enhance visitor awareness with respect to protection of grasslands and wildlife populations.
Ø Ensure recreation activities are managed and monitored for their potential impacts on natural
and cultural heritage values, particularly on grasslands and on wildlife ranges and
populations.
Ø Issue Park Use Permits for those activities that existed prior to June 1994.
Ø Provide opportunities for commercial recreation that are compatible with the values of the
Protected Area.
Ø Ensure public access to the Protected Area is not pre-empted by commercial recreation
activities.
Strategies
Fishing
Ø Recognize fishing as a pre-existing and allowable activity in the Protected Area.
Hunting
Ø Recognize hunting as pre-existing and allowable activity in the Protected Area. Allow
motorized access within the Protected Area in the two Motorized Subzones. Access to all
other areas is by non-motorized means (e.g., foot, horseback, mountain biking.) See
Section 467 -Access Management Strategy - for details on open roads.
Ø A management plan for wildlife will be developed with Wildlife Branch, BC Parks, Ministry
of Forests and First Nations. See Section 4.4 - Wildlife, for details on wildlife
management.
Cougar, Bobcat and Lynx Hunting with Snowmobiles
Ø Recognize hunting of cougars, lynx and bobcat using a snowmobile as a pre-existing and
allowable activity in the Churn Creek Protected Area. The season is as outlined in the
Hunting Regulations.
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Ø Cougar, bobcat or lynx hunters must have a valid hunting license and tag.
Ø Snowmobiles must stay on existing roads and trails and stay off grassland areas. Use and
impacts will be monitored. If it is shown that snowmobiles are impacting grasslands and not
staying on roads and trail, all hunters using snowmobiles will be required to obtain a Park
Use Permit from BC Parks. This Permit will be free of charge and apply to the whole
season. The Permit will have a map showing designated open roads and will list penalties for
going off these designated roads. Grassland areas may be closed completely to hunting with
snowmobiles if impacts cannot be controlled.
Developed Camping and Day-Use Facilities
Ø Develop a staging area for horseback riders and other Protected Area users. This area
should be located in the vicinity of the Calving Barns in the Intensive Use/Recreation Zone.
A campground may be developed when use levels warrant.
Ø Provide a small interpretive site and parking lot adjacent to the Empire Valley Ranch
headquarters.
Primitive Camping
Ø Primitive camping is permitted in the Natural Environment Zone, but not in the Intensive
Use/Recreation or Special Feature Zones. Manage primitive camping opportunities so that
there are no designated primitive sites or facilities developed, (unless required to mitigate
impacts or for public health reasons), and so that this activity leaves no permanent evidence.
Identify environmentally sensitive sites where overnight use will not take place. A packin/pack-out policy will apply and use levels and impacts will be monitored over time.
Camping areas may be closed or adjusted over time if negative impacts area shown.
Ø Firewood collection is permitted, but the use of gas stoves should be encouraged. Dead and
down wood only to be used.
Recreational Snowmobiling
Ø Allow recreational snowmobiling in the designated snowmobile corridors in North Churn
and Blackdome Road. The remainder of the Protected Area is closed to recreational
snowmobiles. Levels of use or areas of use may be adjusted over time if impacts are shown.
See Section 4.6 - Access Management Strategy - for corridor details.
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Horse Use14
Ø Continue to provide horseback riding opportunities. Levels of use or areas of use may be
adjusted over time if impacts are shown.
Ø Group use is permitted, but should not be promoted. Such use should be monitored with a
view to limiting the number of horses per group and/or the number of groups per season of
use.
Ø Large groups (twelve or more) must register with BC Parks and be provided with the
Leave No Trace Code of Ethics for backcountry horse use.
Ø Groups of twelve or more horses must stay on trails and roads. No restrictions for groups
less than twelve.
Ø Forage for horses is low and in direct competition with cattle and wildlife use. Only weedfree, pelleted feed or hay purchased from the Empire Valley Ranch will be used. Grazing is
not permitted.
Ø Horseback riders are encouraged to use the Calving Barns as a staging area.
Ø Monitor levels of horse use and the impacts of this activity.
Ø Aside from the staging area at the Calving Barns, do not allow any new, permanent support
facilities, such as corrals, or loading/unloading facilities, inside Protected Area boundaries.
Ø Commercial horse use should not displace non-commercial, public use.
Mountain Biking
Ø Mountain bike use is limited to existing roads and trails. Levels of use or areas of use may
be adjusted over time if impacts are shown.
Non-Mechanized Public Recreation (hiking, backpacking, cross-country skiing etc.)
Ø Encourage public recreation opportunities that are non-mechanized and non-motorized.
(E.g. hiking, backpacking or cross-country skiing). Levels of use or areas of use may be
adjusted over time if impacts are shown.
Ø A pack-in/pack-out policy applies.
Commercial Recreation (Tourism) Use
Ø Authorize, by Park Use Permit, the continuation of pre-existing guide-outfitting operations.

14

“Horse” includes mules and other equines.
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Ø Authorize, by Park Use Permit, pre-existing backcountry recreation operators at their
historic levels of use.
Ø Consider accepting new applications for commercial recreation. Generally,
agro-tourism, cultural heritage tourism, horseback riding, nature appreciation tourism or a
small bed and breakfast located at the ranch headquarters15 are compatible with the values
of the Protected Area. Any new activities will have to be compatible with the Churn Creek
Protected Area Management Plan.
Ø Restrict tourism-related infrastructure (overnight accommodation) to the immediate vicinity
of the ranch headquarters.
Ø Monitor the effects of commercial recreation use and adjust Park Use Permits where need
is demonstrated to control environmental impacts from concentrated visitor use.
Ø Implement a policy that any new permitted commercial recreation camp areas will not have
permanent structures or facilities and will be wilderness-type camps. A pack-in/pack-out
policy will apply.
Jet Boats and Rafting
Ø Jet Boat landings are recognized as a pre-existing method of hunting and will be allowed to
continue. Levels of use or areas of use may be adjusted or closed over time if impacts are
shown.
Ø No commercial jet boat or rafting operations will be permitted.
Trail Use and Identification
Ø Focus recreational use on the trails shown on the attached map (Map Seven). Encourage
visitors to stay on trails and roads.
Ø Trails will not be upgraded or improved and will have only very basic levels of signage.
Ø All trails are open to the public, including trails used by commercial operators (including
ranch operations, guide outfitters and commercial recreation operators).
Ø Trails may be closed during certain conditions (extended periods of rain, soft conditions
after a late thaw) or times of year (sheep lambing season) to prevent trail damage and/or
displacement of wildlife.

15

The bed and breakfast or any ranch-based tourism would have to be in cooperation with the permit for the
ranching operation.
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Map Seven:
Churn Creek Protected Area
Non-Motorized Routes
Located in Appendix M: Map Folio

Photo by Chris Hamilton

Photo Nineteen: The Calving Barn will be redesigned as a recreational staging
area/future campground shared with Empire Valley Ranch operations.
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4.6

Access Management

The Churn Creek Protected Area and adjacent areas have had a long history of ranching,
logging and mining. Because of these past land uses, a network of ranch roads, cattle trails,
logging roads, skidder trails and mining roads spreads across the Protected Area and beyond.
Portions of many of these roads are located on the formerly private lands of the Empire Valley
Ranch and on the private lands of the Gang Ranch. Public access to these lands has been
restricted since the 1930’s. Large pieces of Crown land are interspersed with these private and
formerly private lands, and access to roads on the Crown land has always been permitted.
The Cariboo Chilcotin Land Use Plan contains a significant amount of direction on road access
both within and through the Protected Area. Specific direction on access includes:
“There will be a continuance of access and provision for utility corridor(s) (infrastructure
necessary for mine development) along the existing roads, including any future upgrading
as may be required for resource development, through the Churn Creek Protected Area
... for all resource and non-resource users. It is necessary that any subsequent Order-InCouncil establishing this protected area and any subsequent protected area management
plan must reflect this commitment.”
(90 Day Implementation Report, page 36)
“Access to both ranching lands and the Churn Creek placer tenures within this protected
area will continue.” (90 Day Implementation Report, page 36)
“Churn Creek Protected Area contains a number of pre-existing placer tenures along
Churn Creek which, as part of the cross-sectoral accord in the development of the LandUse Plan, will retain present rights of access, use and development.”
(90 Day Implementation Report, page 34)
“Existing landowner use, development and access rights will be unaffected by protected
areas.” (90 Day Implementation Report, page 34).
The challenge for managing access in the Churn Creek Protected Area is to continue to provide
the access guaranteed in the CCLUP while protecting the significant conservation values the
area was created to capture.
For access purposes, the Churn Creek Protected Area can be looked at as two separate units North and South Churn.
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South Churn
The only road access to South Churn is on the Empire Valley Road, which starts at the Churn
Creek Bridge at the extreme northeast corner of the Protected Area. From the Churn Creek
Bridge, the Empire Valley Road leads 18.1 kilometers south to the Empire Valley Ranch
Headquarters. Approximately 3.9 kilometers north of the Ranch headquarters, the Blackdome
Mine Road splits off the Empire Valley Road and heads in a southwesterly direction towards
Blackdome Mountain. Approximately ten kilometers down the Blackdome Road, the Fernier
Perlite Mine Road splits off and heads due south just inside the Protected Area boundary
through the Higgenbottom Valley. It ends at the Perlite Mine, located just outside the Protected
Area boundary.

Photograph Twenty:
This old ranch road
going through Coal
Pit Pasture is typical
of the many roads in
the Protected Area.

Photo by Chris Hamilton
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About four kilometers south of the Churn Creek Bridge, the Iron Gate Road splits off the
Empire Valley Road and also heads in a southwesterly direction back into the Protected Area.
A large number of smaller logging, mining and ranch roads lead off both the Blackdome and
Iron Gate Roads.
The Empire Valley Ranch Road is a Section 4 Road under the Ministry of Transportation and
Highways Act and is maintained by the Ministry of Transportation and Highways. The Ministry
of Highways also maintains 2.93 kilometers of the Blackdome Road. This 2.93 kilometers is
also a Section 4 road.
North Churn
The main access to North Churn is either through the Gang Ranch on the 3100 Road or through
Farwell Canyon on the 2800 Road. The 3100B Road splits off the 3100 road and leads to the
cattle guard at Blackwater Lake, which forms the Protected Area boundary. The road in the
Protected Area continues south along the west side of a snake fence and has a number of spur
roads which lead into old cut blocks. The road continues south for about five kilometers, where
it splits into three branches. One branch continues downhill to the private lands of the Gang
Ranch at Wycott Flats. The road proceeds through the private land on to the placer mines
located on Churn Creek. The other two branches of the road continue on either side of the
Goose Lakes and meet at a small spring south of the lakes. The road stops at a small viewpoint
about a kilometer past the spring.
Virtually all the roads in the Protected Area are rough and become very muddy and dangerous
in a short time period of time in any wet weather.
Objectives
Ø Ensure traditional use and access to the Protected Area continues in accordance with the
CCLUP.
Ø Provide a corridor through the Protected Area for industrial traffic.
Ø Minimize the impact of motorized vehicles on grasslands and wildlife populations.
Ø Ensure private land owners have access to their property.
Ø Ensure First Nations have access for aboriginal rights.
Ø Provide an appropriate level of visitor access to recreation opportunities within the
Protected Area without compromising the conservation features of the Protected Area.
Ø Cooperate with other agencies concerning access through the Protected Area.
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Strategies
Industrial Corridor
Ø The Blackdome Mine and the Fernier Perlite Mine Rd are confirmed as the designated
Industrial Corridor through the Protected Area. All industrial users will use these roads only.
Ø The Industrial Corridor through the Churn Creek Protected Area is a designation created
by the Cariboo Chilcotin Land Use Plan. As such, this Protected Area Management Plan
will not restrict industrial uses on the corridor. Hauling restrictions through the Churn Creek
Protected Area have been negotiated through the South Chilcotin Subregional Planning
Process. Any changes to these hauling restrictions would have to be revisited by the South
Chilcotin Planning Table.
Ø BC Parks will not upgrade and maintain the Industrial Corridor. Industrial users will be
responsible for all maintenance and upgrades and will be issued a Park Use Permit for these
activities.
Ø The Empire Valley Ranch Road, from the entrance to the Protected Area to the Empire
Valley Ranch Headquarters itself, will be surveyed by the Ministry of Transportation and
Highways and save and excepted from the Protected Area.
Ø De-gazette the 2.81 kilometers of the Blackdome Road that are currently managed as a
section 4 road.
Ø Provide adequate signage on the Industrial Corridor to ensure users are aware of potential
hazards. Signage should be completed in cooperation with users (i.e. Blackdome Mine,
Forest Licensees and snowmobile groups).

General Access
Ø All roads other than the Empire Valley Road will be managed as Park Roads consistent
with the Environment and Land Use Act.
Ø No new roads will be constructed in the Protected Area except those required for minor
access to facilities.
Ø With the exception of the Empire Valley Road, the Industrial Corridor and the road on the
west side of Goose Lakes, roads will not be upgraded, repaired or maintained except for
the purpose of ranch operations.
Ø Aircraft landing will be restricted in the Protected Area consistent with wildlife objectives.
Ø Ensure that access management plans and forest development plans in the vicinity of the
Protected Area include considerations for the protection of Protected Area values.
Ø Recreational snowmobiling is permitted only in the designated snowmobile corridors. See
attached Access Management Map for corridor locations.
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Ø Cougar, lynx and bobcat hunting with snowmobiles is permitted. See section 4.5 Recreation Management, for conditions.
Ø All terrain vehicle (ATV) access is not permitted in the Protected Area. ATV and
snowmobile use is only permitted for tenure management, Conservation Officers and
Protected Area operations.
Ø The road to Fisheries Rock will be open from August 15 - September 15 for the purpose of
traditional First Nations fishing.
Access Management Strategy for North Churn
Ø The road from the grasslands exclosure to the Gang Ranch private land will be temporarily
closed due to a knapweed infestation and erosion problem. A gate will be installed west of
the exclosure. The knapweed infestation will be addressed and waterbars installed. When
erosion and knapweed are controlled, the road will be
re-opened and the gate installed at the edge of the Gang Ranch private land.
Ø In the long term, the road across the grasslands on the east side of Goose Lakes will be
deactivated. This deactivation is conditional upon the upgrade of the road on the west side
of Goose Lakes.

Map Eight:
Churn Creek Protected Area
Access Plan
Located in Appendix M: Map Folio
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4.7

Cultural Heritage

Churn Creek encompasses an area rich in cultural heritage and archaeological resources. First
Nations use and habitation, a period of mining by Chinese and of course the ranching culture
from the mid 1800’s until present all contribute to the diverse history of the area.
The physical evidence of these various uses is distributed throughout the Protected Area, some
of it buried and some of it is in plain view. Other indications of this history are only in the
memories of elders or those that owned or worked in the area. All of these resources, aboriginal
and non-aboriginal, historical and pre-historical, will be managed in a sensitive way and in
accordance to the appropriate legislation. A more complete history of the Churn Creek
Protected Area can be found in Appendix F- History of the CCPA.

Photo by Chris Hamilton

Photo Twenty-one. One of the major First Nations winter village
sites in the Churn Creek Protected Area.
Objectives
Ø Protect and preserve archaeological values and resources within the Protected Area.
Ø Protect and maintain the most important historical structures within the Protected Area.
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Ø Increase archaeological, cultural heritage and historic knowledge relating to the Protected
Area.
Ø Work in cooperation with community or special interest groups who have an interest in
maintaining heritage values in the Protected Area.
Ø To raise awareness of First Nations interests and values as they pertain to the Churn Creek
Protected Area.
Ø To provide for the continued exercise of any aboriginal rights that may exist.
Strategies
Ø Archaeological and Traditional Use Impact Assessments (AIA’s/TUIA’s) required for all
major developments, but not for minor developments. 16 The need for AIA’s/TUIA’s may
not be required and the need to do so will be determined cooperatively by BC Parks and
First Nations.
Ø Complete an Archaeological Overview Assessment and Traditional Use Study. This
AOA/TUS would include mapping traditional use areas, mapping high, moderate and low
potential areas, examining existing and proposed uses for potential impacts, and compiling
anecdotal information from local First Nations’ communities.
Ø Remove structures which pose public safety concern and which have no interpretive or
ranch operations value
Ø Decisions regarding upgrade or removal of buildings currently in use will require an
assessment of structural integrity, before renovations and operational costs can be
determined. First priority will be to buildings currently used for ranch operations.
Ø Undertake a photo-inventory of all old buildings, heritage sites and archeological sites.
Ø Protect the integrity of gravesites in the Protected Area.
Ø Encourage continued investigation of non-native and early settlement history by historical
organizations or individuals. Features may be loosely interpreted, for recreation and tourism
purposes, without strict adherence to the historic accuracy required of a provincial heritage
site.
Ø Undertake interpretation and/or investigation of First Nations heritage on the Churn Creek
Protected Area only with participation of First Nations.
Specific Historic Structures or Sites
1) Old Zimmerly Homestead - located on Grinder Creek, no remains evident.
16

Major work includes new developments such as new water dugouts, new fences, new exclosures, new
corrals, campsites, any new trails or new roads. Minor work is defined as maintenance to existing facilities,
such as seeding and plowing fields, repairing existing gates and fences, repairs to septic systems, repairing
irrigation ditches, installing signposts and installing gates/walkthroughs.
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2) Log houses in Bishop Field - original cabins moved from the old ranch HQ for Sam
Kenworthy and his wife in 1934.
3) Two story log barn in Bishop Field – remains of original Bishop Homestead.
4) Range cabin on Churn Flats - EVR range cabin.
5) Cabins on Fraser River at Fisheries Bar and at confluence of Fraser River and Grinder
Creek date to turn of century. Suspected these were used by Chinese miners.
6) Ranch HQ - built 1951-52 by Jack and Henry Koster
7) Cabin at Hog Lake – no information.
8) Brown Ranch above BC Lake – suspected to have been built in 1920’s.
9) Bishop Ranch at lot 311 – few remains. Old hayfield, still showing alfalfa and rock piles.
Rhubarb plants and old root cellar are only physical remains.
10) Calving barns - built in the late 60’s early 70’s by Maytag.
11) Sheepherders cabin - dates back to Carson and Bryson prior to McEwens in 1890’s.
12) Cabins at Two Cabin Lake – suspected they may date to McEwens time.
13) Original Zimmerly Homestead – located on south shore of Brown Lake.
14) Original Boyle Homestead – no remains; was sited on spring above Boyle Field.
15) Original schoolhouse – no remains. Located east of EVR Road adjacent to Browns Lake.
16) Original McEwan structures – oldest buildings in Protected Area, located adjacent to log
house at lower Ranch Headquarters.

Photo by Bill Dennett, Vancouver Sun

Photo Twenty-two: The Empire Valley branding crew in 1955. Johnny, Hector, Walter
and Freddy Grinder, Louis Seymour, Slim Jepson and Herald Perkins. Photo courtesy
of Henry Koster.
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4.8 Mineral Tenures
When Churn Creek was designated a Protected Area, existing mineral and placer tenures were
respected so that the needs of the mining industry could be accommodated. As such, work on
existing mining operations and claims is an acceptable land use within the Protected Area.
There are a number of different types of mining operations and tenures within and adjacent to
the boundaries of the Protected Area. They include:
Type of Tenure

Tenure Name or Number

Location of Tenure

Placer Claim
Placer Claim
Placer Claim
Placer Claim
Placer Claim

PAR # 1 (266444)
PAR # 2 (266445)
PAR (266446)
PAR # 3 (266468)
PC 25 (266421)

Placer Claim
Placer Lease
Placer Lease
Placer Lease
Placer Lease
Mining Lease
Mineral Claim

PC 2 (266403)
266364
266373
266363
Alessandro Garbin 315276
24 (209455)
May #1 (208051)

Upper Churn Creek
Upper Churn Creek
Churn Creek Delta
Upper Churn Creek
Churn Creek Delta
(straddles Fraser River)
Fraser River
Upper Churn Creek
Lone Cabin/Porcupine Creek
Upper Churn Creek
Fraser River
Perlite Mine
Higgenbottom Valley

The boundary of the Protected Area has been adjusted to exclude all placer claims and placer
leases. These areas will be treated as normal Crown land inside the Protected Area. Proposed
work programs will be referred to BC Parks by the Ministry of Energy and Mines for
comments on any potential impact to adjoining Protected Area values. When placer claims or
leases are forfeited, they become normal Crown land. See strategies below.
Portions of the two mineral tenures have been included in the boundary of the Protected Area
but have been “Save and Excepted” from Protected Area status until the tenure holder forfeits
the claim or lease. Work on the mineral claim or lease is allowed; subject to the Mines Act, and
will be referred to BC Parks by the Ministry of Energy and Mines for comment on the impacts
to Protected Area values. When the mineral claim or the mineral lease are forfeited, the portions
of the tenure inside the boundary of the Protected Area will be automatically included in the
Protected Area.
Objectives
Ø Allow access to all mining tenures, subject to Mines Act.
Ø Minimize impacts of mineral development on Protected Area values.
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Strategies
Ø Work with Ministry of Energy and Mines and tenure holders to minimize impact of mineral
exploration and development on Protected Area values through existing interagency referral
process.
Ø Consider adding the land to the Protected Area when placer leases and claims are forfeited.
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4.9 Tenures and Permits
The Churn Creek Protected Area has a number of tenures and permits that existed prior to
Protected Area designation. These include two guide outfitter tenures, four Range Act
agreements managed by the Ministry of Forests, a large number of Water Licenses, a
bee-keeping operation, a number of mineral related tenures and two trapping tenures. In
addition, there are four private land inholdings. Strategies for each of these uses can be found in
different sections of this plan. The accompanying Map Nine – Churn Creek Protected Area
Tenures shows where these tenures are located in the Protected Area.
Guide Outfitting
♦

Section 4.5 Recreation Management

Trapping
♦

Section 4.4 - Wildlife and Fish

Mineral Tenures
♦

Section 4.8 - Mineral Tenures

Water Licenses
♦

Section 4.2 - Ranch and Water Management

Bee-Keeping
♦

Section 4.2 - Ranch and Water Management

Ranching
♦

Section 4.2 - Ranch and Water Management

Private Lands
♦

Section 4.6 - Access Management

Map Nine:
Churn Creek Protected Area
Tenures
Located in Appendix M: Map Folio
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